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Foreword
This document contains the principal chapters of
a report submitted in August 1986 to the US Congress
b y t h e S e c r e t a r y o f St a t e . I t w a s p r e p a r e d i n
fulfillment of Section 1247 of H.R. 2086, passed in
July 1985. The report was compiled by the
i n t e r a g e n c y A c t i v e M e a s u r e s Wo r k i n g G r o u p ,
comprised of representatives from the Departments
of State, Defense, and Justice, the Central
I n t e l l i g e n c e A g e n c y, t h e A r m s C o n t r o l a n d
D i s a r m a m e n t A g e n c y, a n d t h e U S I n f o r m a t i o n
Agency.
The conclusion to be drawn from this report is
that there is a massive and highly organized effort
by the Soviet Union and its proxies to influence
world opinion. This effort includes public diplomacy
to enhance the Soviet image abroad and to further
Soviet policy objectives. It also includes a persistent,
widespread program of disinformation and deception

designed to discredit the US image abroad and
disrupt US foreign policy objectives. This program
has achieved successes in the past; without effective
responses by the US, it constitutes a threat to US
national interests.
Soviet active measures have shown no diminution
since General Secretary Gorbachev came to power.
During 1985-86, virtually the entire Soviet
leadership directly responsible for active measures
changed; the new leaders have a more eclectic view
o f w o r l d p o l i t i c s a n d a r e y o u n g e r. A l s o , t h e
International Department of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, which
is responsible for many active measures, has been
reorganized. These changes indicate a renewed
emphasis on active measures and perhaps an increase
in both quantity and quality of such deceptive
activities for the foreseeable future.
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Chapter I

Executive Summary
Definition
The term active measures is a literal translation
from Russian, aktivnyye meropriyatiya, which denotes
covert or deceptive operations conducted in support
of Soviet foreign policy. Active measures are distinct
both from espionage and counterintelligence and from
traditional diplomatic and informational activities.
The goal of active measures is to influence opinions
and perceptions of governments and/or publics to
achieve a specific response.
Deceptiveness is the essence of active measures
disinformation and forgeries, front groups, influence
operations, media manipulation, and clandestine radio
broadcasts. Often these measures involve covert
activity, but not necessarily so.
Covertly implemented Soviet active measures are
the responsibility of Service A of the Committee on
State Securitys (KGBs) First Chief Directorate,
which works in close coordination with the
International Department (ID) of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union (CPSU). All Soviet agencies and
representatives abroad are potentially available to
support or participate in Soviet active measures
campaigns. Techniques include the following:
 Disinformation and Forgeries
Disinformation, a deliberate attempt to deceive
public or governmental opinion, can be oral or
written. Forged documents are frequently used
in attempts to discredit individuals, institutions,
or policies in such a way as to damage US
foreign policy interests.
 Front Groups and Friendship Societies
The ID coordinates activities of such front
organizations as the World Peace Council (WPC)
and the World Federation of Trade Unions
(WFTU), as well as local fronts and friendship
societies. Fronts normally present themselves as
nongovernmental, nonpolitical organizations
engaged in promoting such desirable goals as
world peace.

 Nonruling Communist and Leftist Parties
The ID is also responsible for liaison with
nonruling communist and leftist parties,
including socialist and social democratic parties.
Contacts with these parties are usually overt, and
are used to persuade the parties to carry out
specific political action or propaganda
campaigns on behalf of the USSR.
 Political Influence Operations
Agents of influence disguise their KGB
connection while taking an active role in their
nations governmental, political, press, business,
labor, or academic affairs. Their object is to
convert their influence in those realms into real
policy gains for the Soviet Union. At times, the
Soviets use unwitting contacts to achieve similar
results.
 Media Manipulation
The Soviets or other opponents of the United
States frequently place falsely attributed or
nonattributed materials in print and broadcast
media. These materials, which contain
propaganda and/or disinformation, may appear
in a variety of media, such as regular
publications, clandestine broadcasts, or specially
printed brochures.
Although the term active measures is taken from
Russian and we generally think of active measures as
being Soviet in origin, active measures may
occasionally be generated against the United States
by other foreign powers. Yet, no state uses active
measures techniques as extensively or as effectively
as the USSR.
In studying active measures it is important to
understand that propaganda and other efforts
employed by the Soviets to influence public
p e r c e p t i o n s s u c h a s c u l t u r a l p r o g r a m s , r a d i o
broadcasting, and publicationsmay not be active
measures in themselves, but may be the vehicles used
to promote and sustain active measures. For example,
a forgerydefinitely an active measuremight
surface accusing the US of plotting to assassinate a
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foreign leader. Even after being exposed by the United
States as a forgery, the content of the forged document
may be repeated, for instance, by Novosti news
agency. Thus, Novosti, an official propaganda and
information organ, is used to promote an active
measure. For this reason, Soviet propaganda and
public diplomacy efforts and means must be taken into
consideration when examining active measures.

The Soviet Foreign
Propaganda Apparatus
The policies for propaganda, as well as for active
measures, are decided by the Politburo, with inputs
from the International Department and other party and
government bodies. This large, highly centralized
structure was reorganized in the spring of 1986, with
the apparent intent of streamlining decision making.
The new head of the ID, former Soviet Ambassador
to the US Anatoliy Dobrynin, brings to his job
considerable knowledge and experience of how to deal
with open societies. With these changes, it is quite
possible that not only the quantity of active measures
and propaganda will increase, but also the quality and
sophistication.
The Soviets devote major resources to
dissemination of anti-Western propaganda to a
worldwide audience. The primary vehicles are radio
broadcasting (more than 2,200 hours per week in more
than 80 languages) and news services (TASS has
offices in 126 countries, and Novosti news service
distributes information to at least 5,000 press and
i n f o r m a t i o n o rg a n s i n 11 0 c o u n t r i e s ) . C u l t u r a l
activities, scholarships (more than 55,000 Third World
students in the USSR), film, television, and
publication of books and magazines also play a part.

Soviet Active Measures in the
United States
Soviet active measures in the United States are
designed to discredit the US Government, promote
Soviet foreign policy objectives, and influence US
public opinion against US military, economic, and
political programs. The primary Soviet vehicles for
this are the Communist Party of the USA (CPUSA)
and its front groups, the two most prominent of which
are the US Peace Council (USPQ and the National
Council of American Soviet Friendship (NCASF). The
Soviets place extensive reliance on these groups to
support active measures and propaganda campaigns
within the United States.
Soviet KGB officers responsible for covert active
measures operations are in frequent contact with
officials of these groups. The Soviet fronts in the
2

United States have been particularly instructed to
devote considerable attention to the US peace
movement. CPUSA and its fronts (along with several
noncommunist organizations) have been involved in
the organization of several mass demonstrations
against US Government policies, including the April
20, 1985, April Actions for Peace, Jobs and Justice.
The KGB is also keenly interested in religious
groups in the United States as a potential vehicle for
the exercise of political influence and, more recently,
as a means of manipulating opposition against US
disarmament policies, particularly increased spending
for SDI. Also, as part of its campaign against US
security policies, the KGB seeks to cultivate and target
influential US citizens, particularly government
officials, journalists, and political activists.

Soviet Front Organizations
Since the early 1920s the USSR has used front
organizations as a means of gaining worldwide
support for its policies. Fronts are designed to appeal
to a broad range of opinion and to conceal their links
to the USSR and international communism. They
invariably support Soviet propaganda themes, attack
the West, and never criticize the USSR.
The best known and largest front is the World
Peace Council (WPC). Founded in Paris in 1949 as
the World Committee of Partisans for Peace, the WPC
has been based in Helsinki since 1968. It now has more
than 140 affiliates including the US Peace Council
and the British Peace Assembly. The WPC maintains
extensive links to other communist fronts. Although
it claims otherwise, most of its expenses are met by
the Soviets and their East European allies. Like all of
the other Soviet fronts, the WPC operates under the
general direction of the ID.
There are several other major fronts. Virtually
every profession and interest group has an appropriate
front: organized labor, scientists, lawyers, Third World
peoples, women, youth, students, journalists. There
are also fronts-of-fronts, groups established by
parent fronts to address particular issues. A good
example of this activity is the Generals for Peace, a
front of the WPC.
Fronts have extensively utilized the UN system
via consultative membership in the United Nations as
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Eleven
fronts, including the WPC, have differing types of
NGO status in one or more of the UN councils and
agencies.
The Soviets have tried to use the fronts to
influence the West European peace movement toward
unification on an exclusively anti-US platform, but
this effort has not been successful. The fronts find it

difficult to cooperate with groups who have criticized
Soviet as well as Western policies.

Forgeries: An Instrument of
Active Measures
Soviet use of forgeries has, we believe, increased
in recent years, and has become more sophisticated.
Our best evidence that the Soviet Government is a
source of forgeries comes from numerous KGB
defectors, but rarely can we be absolutely certain that
a given forgery is Soviet. We are forced to rely on
circumstantial evidence, analysis of the document
itself, and the determination of whom the forgery
ultimately benefits.
Forgeries can be easily exposed as fakes, but
denial may never entirely offset the initial damage,
which can be compounded by repeated references to
the original forgery in Soviet or procommunist media,
often months or years after the primary surfacing.
Forgeries are prepared by KGB specialists under
the supervision of the Active Measures Section,
Service A, of the KGBs First Chief Directorate. In
certain cases, however, where timeliness is important,
the fake may be prepared by the local KGB residency
and take on an imperfect character associated with a
rush job. But given sufficient time, virtually any
type of document can be forged. Still, even the best
forgery can be unmasked by analysis of errors that
one experienced in the mechanics and wording of US
Government documents can detect.

The effectiveness of a forgery often depends more
on the predisposition of the recipient than on the
quality of the forgery. A recipient who is suspicious
of and hostile toward the United States is far more
likely to credit a forgery than one who is not. Because
of increasingly sophisticated journalists, many
forgeries never achieve uncritical publication and
appear only in communist or communist-dominated
media.

Agents of Influence
Agents of influence are individuals who support
and promote Soviet interests, either openly or
covertly. Often, the KGB is involved, but agents of
influence may come from virtually any profession.
Often, these individuals are recruited early in their
lives and are not called upon to represent Soviet
interests until they have achieved an influential
position in government, business, academia, or media.
Agents of influence are motivated by a variety of
factors. Some may be blackmailed, but many support
the USSR for such other reasons as ideological
affinity, ego, political expediency, or financial reward.
Arne Treholt, a former Norwegian Government
official, provides one of the best examples of a recent
agent of influence. Recruited in his early years, he
was activated by the Soviets after he took on a
responsible government position years later. He
actively advocated Soviet policies and positions in the
conduct of his responsibilities, and helped the Soviets
to receive favorable results during negotiations on
several issues. In 1985, Treholt was convicted and jailed as
a Soviet spy.
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Chapter II

The Soviet Foreign Propaganda Apparatus
The Soviet Union devotes major resources to
convey Soviet views and disseminate anti-Western
propaganda to an increasingly large and diverse
audience. Moscows primary instruments for attacking
Western initiatives and promoting Soviet policies on
a day-to-day basis are its news agencies and radio
broadcasting, as well as reporting in the foreign media.
Many other activities that serve a propaganda
function--cultural activities, scholarships, and
high-level visits, for example-are used in an effort to
evoke in foreign audiences a positive sentiment
t o w a r d t h e S o v i e t U n i o n a n d n e g a t e We s t e r n
influence.
TASS, the Soviet Unions official news agency,
has offices in 126 countries. The USSRs unofficial
news agency, APN (Novosti), distributes information
to at least 5,000 press and information organs in 110
countries. In contrast to TASS, APN places emphasis
on preparing propaganda tailored for individual
countries, particularly developing countries. This
effort includes using foreign nationals, introducing a
new teletype service, and relying more on
photographic materials. APN also conducts a grant
program that brings substantial numbers of foreign
journalists and public officials to the USSR. The
program, which in 1983 had 2,000 recipients, is
designed to encourage recipients to speak and write
favorably about the Soviet Union upon their return.
The Soviets have the capacity to reach virtually
every corner of the globe with their radio broadcasts.
For the past 20 years the Soviets have gradually been
increasing their radio broadcasts. By the end of 1985
they were broadcasting 2,215 hours per week in 82
languages. In addition to their overt broadcasts, the
Soviets run two unofficial stations, which purport
not to be run by the Soviet Government, and sponsor
some clandestine radio stations that support Soviet
views.
The Soviets have a number of outlets for their
television broadcasts but, for the near term, Soviet
television is unlikely to have a major propaganda
impact. All direct broadcasts are aimed primarily at
the domestic audience and are conducted in Russian.
They can be picked up outside the USSR, but only
with special, expensive receiving equipment. The
Soviets do, however, place television programs abroad
through official agreements and by various
Soviet representatives abroad providing television

materials, usually at low or no cost, to commercial
outlets.
The Soviet Union carries out an extensive cultural
exchange program worldwide. As of 1985 the USSR
had intergovernmental agreements or formal programs
with 120 countries. For the Soviets, 11 cultural
relations is a broad term that includes such activities
as science, education, literature, music, sports, and
tourism. The breadth and diversity of their cultural
activities enable the Soviets to appeal to a wide variety
of foreign audiences. The Soviets also provide
numerous foreign scholarships, particularly to
students from developing countries. In December
1984 more than 57,000 students from developing
countries were studying in the USSR.
International communist-front organizations,
although only covertly associated with the Soviet
Union, are an integral part of the foreign propaganda
effort. These organizations hold conferences, sponsor
demonstrations, and produce publications which are
designed to rally world opinion around Soviet causes.
Propaganda policy is decided by basically the
same authority that approves Soviet foreign policy-the
Politburo-with inputs from the CPSU Central
Committees International Department and other party
and government bodies. A large, highly centralized
organization ensures that propaganda supports policy
and that the propaganda is flexible enough to meet
policy changes. The coordination of the propaganda
effort with the Soviet media organs is largely the job
of the ID.
Credibility of its news and information is a serious
problem for the Soviet Union. One means to combat
this problem is repetition. A particular theme is
channeled through a number of outlets, both overt and
covert, on the assumption that multiple appearances
will add to that themes credibility. Increasingly, the
USSR is using the foreign media as a vehicle for its
propaganda. Soviet commentators, particularly since
Mikhail Gorbachev became General Secretary, have
been appearing regularly in the foreign media to
present the Soviet version of issues and events.
Timeliness is also a problem. Various incidents
have shown that the propaganda effort breaks down
quickly when instructions from the top are not
forthcoming or when bureaucratic interests are
conflicting. Close party controls and inflexible
bureaucratic procedures also contribute to inertia
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and delays. Soviet leaders have acknowledged that
these delays mean that their interpretation of events
is not the first one heard by foreign audiences and
thus loses some of its impact. The presence of a strong
leader may reduce some of those delays. Additionally,
Gorbachev has reorganized the propaganda apparatus
by merging the now-defunct International Information
Department with other Central Committee
departments. This change is unlikely to resolve the
conflicting bureaucratic interests that have caused
problems in the past on issues of major importance.

Outlets for Soviet Propaganda
Press Agencies

The Soviet news agencies occupy a central
position in most of the Soviet Unions foreign
propaganda endeavors. A number of Soviet papers and
news services have representatives abroad, 1 but the
most active foreign propaganda vehicles are the press
agencies-TASS (Telegraph Agency of the Soviet
Union) and APN (Agentstvo Pechati Novosti). The
primary role of these agencies is to respond to world
events, particularly actions by the United States, and
to publicize Soviet policies.
TASS, the oldest of the Soviet news agencies, is
the official news service of the Soviet Government
and party and the acknowledged authoritative voice
for the Soviet political bureaucracy and leadership in
affairs of state. TASSs responsibilities are quite
broad; it collects and disseminates information for
domestic and foreign audiences and provides
commentaries to explain the official Soviet viewpoint.
TA S S a l s o h a s a s u b s t a n t i a l o v e r s e a s
representation more than 400 staff (Soviet nationals),
including correspondents, engineers, and typists. It
has correspondents accredited in 126 countries nearly
every country that has relations with the USSR. In
most major capitals of the world there are several
TASS correspondents and often several locally hired
office personnel and stringers.
TASS provides copy to foreign news agencies,
newspapers, radio and television networks, and
ministries of information. In the past 20 years the
number of countries receiving TASS has almost
doubled to 115. And, as of 1985, its information went
to more than 600 networks, agencies, newspapers, and
radio stations.
A major selling point for TASS service is its low
cost. At full price it is substantially cheaper than
We s t e r n n e w s s e r v i c e s , a m a j o r a d v a n t a g e f o r
Information agencies in developing countries that are
short on the hard currency needed to buy the services
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of foreign press agencies. Moreover, the Soviets have
provided it free of charge to some countries.
From the standpoint of many recipients, the chief
drawback of TASS service has been the failure of the
Soviets to tailor it to meet the needs of specific foreign
consumers; hence, most national agencies, particularly
in developing countries, have found only a small
portion of the service usable.
Agentstvo Pechati Novosti (APN) purports to be
an unofficial, nongovernmental organ. It was formed
in 1961 by a group of ostensible Soviet public
organizations.2 Like all Soviet information agencies,
however, it is controlled by the Communist Party. APN
provides supplementary material on all aspects of
the political, economic, and cultural life of the USSR
not normally covered by TASS, and occasionally
duplicates TASS reporting on issues, It has a wider
variety of methods and uses a less stilted writing style
than TASS to deliver Moscows message to foreign
audiences.
As of 1983, APN provided products to 5,000
information organs in 110 countries. Its products
include books, articles, press releases, interviews,
surveys, and photo- illustrations to be distributed to
the foreign press, information agencies, publishing
houses, and radio and television organizations. The
APN publishing house produces books, guides, and
booklets in more than 50 languages with combined e
e d i t i o n s o f a r o u n d 1 7 m i l l i o n c o p i e s a n n u a l l y.
Additionally, APN publishes both abroad and a home
a number of journals, newspapers, and pamphlets for
foreign audiences, some of which are:
 S o v i e t We e k l y  p u b l i s h e d i n t h e U n i t e d
Kingdom and disseminated weekly to more than
70 countries.
 Soviet Lifepublished monthly in the United
States for the American public.
 Soviet Landpublished biweekly in 13 native
languages of India.
 Moscow Newsweekly newspaper in Russian,
English, French, Spanish, and Arabic, with a
total circulation of about I million in 140
countries.
 Sputnika monthly illustrated digest journal
disseminated in several languages in 100
countries.
In the late 1970s APN headquarters in Moscow
had about 2,100 personnel of whom 1,100 were
journalists and approximately 1,000 were technical
and administrative personnel.

APN places great emphasis on preparing
propaganda tailored for individual countries,
particularly developing countries. APN is increasingly
using foreign nationals in its foreign activities,
because the Soviets believe that local personnel
understand their audience better and are able to
operate more freely and more effectively than Soviet
citizens. The introduction in July 1983 of a new
teletype service called APN Press Information for
News Agencies of the Developing Countries was
another effort to attract the developing countries.
Additionally, APN places a high priority on providing
photographic and other illustrative materials to the
foreign press because, in developing countries with
populations at a basically low level of literacy, the
people are frequently influenced more convincingly
by photo-information.
An important propaganda and active measures
activity of the USSR is the APN grant program for
visits to the USSR. As of late 1983, the grant program
h a d a b o u t 2 , 0 0 0 r e c i p i e n t s a n n u a l l y, i n c l u d i n g
journalists, writers, and public figures from more than
80 countries. During their trips to the Soviet Union,
the selected foreigners travel around the country to
sightsee and meet with Soviet political leaders,
academics, and others. Upon returning from the
USSR, the foreign guests annually publish as many
as 3,500 articles devoted to the Soviet Union.
TASS positions are useful to the intelligence
services for a variety of reasons. TASS offices are
usually located outside the diplomatic installation,
facilitating clandestine movements. Also, TASS
correspondents do not usually put bylines on their
regular news articles (although they do on their
commentaries), thus making it difficult to ascertain
how much writing a journalist is doing. APN is also a
valuable cover for the Soviet intelligence services,
especially because many of its products are written
in the Soviet Union, leaving little work for its
correspondents abroad.
Soviet journalists-whether intelligence officers or
not-can play a major role in political influence
activities. Journalists have better access to a wide
range of individuals than do Soviet diplomats and
t r a d e o ff i c i a l s . T h r o u g h f r e q u e n t c o n t a c t o v e r
extended periods of time, these journalists try to build
rapport and influence the views and reporting of their
colleagues.

Publications
The Soviet Union is one of the worlds largest
exporters of printed material. In 1982 the Soviet
Union officially exported about 50,000 titles and
more than 70 million copies of books and pamphlets,
a figure that does not include those disseminated

through means other than direct sales-the sale of
rights, free distribution, copublishing, publication
abroad, and book exchanges with libraries and other
institutions. According to a Soviet book trade official,
in the period between 1973 and 1982 the Soviet Union
increased its book exports more than 2.5 times. Soviet
official statistics on the ruble value of Soviet exports
of printed matter (including books, journals,
newspapers, and other material) indicate that the
monetary value has more than tripled in the past
decade. In 1973 the value of printed-matter exports
was 23.5 million rubles, whereas by 1984 it had
increased to 74 million rubles.
Soviet publications have the advantages of low
prices and ready availability. They appear to have
large readerships mainly in countries where Western
publications are expensive or are difficult to obtain.
The Soviets participate in a number of domestic
and foreign book exhibits annually. The Moscow Book
Fair, which has been held every 2 years since 1977, is
of major importance to the Soviets. Publishers from
around the world display their books there in the hope
of boosting sales. The Soviet book agency
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga (MK) did more than 100
million rubles worth of business in the 1985 fair. More
than 100 publishers participated, compared with 94
publishers in 1983. The number of companies and
organizations represented increased from 1,535 in
1977 to 3,300 in 1985.
There are six major Soviet publishing houses
involved in the export of books: Aurora, Mir, APN,
Progress, Raduga, and Russkiy Yazyk. Soviet books
have a number of outlets abroad, including bookshops
owned by local communist parties or friendship
societies, book fairs, Soviet embassies, and cultural
and friendship organizations.
MK, an all-union association under the Ministry
of Foreign Trade, is the conduit for the selling and
buying of publications abroad. It handles all foreign
trade in books, newspapers, magazines, music,
phonographic records, tape recordings, illustrations,
postage stamps, and foreign rights to Soviet
publications. MK has ties with more than 1,000 firms
in 140 countries.
MK does most of its work with the communist
parties of various countries and with their bookstores
and publishing house outlets. It uses these outlets to
fund the activities of the local communist parties and
to get out propaganda materials, mostly in the native
language. MK tends to emphasize materials of a
p o l i t i c a l n a t u r e t a rg e t e d t o i n f l u e n c e t h e l o c a l
population.

Periodicals
According to official Soviet statistics, in 1981 the
Soviet Union produced 245 journals and periodicals
for foreign readers. Many of these were printed
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outside the Soviet Union, probably because of the poor
quality of Soviet printing and the legal advantage of
circumventing local laws against importing
communist literature. Some periodicals are printed in
other communist countries, on foreign presses under
contractual arrangements, by certain international
organizations and other groups under communist
influence or by Soviet embassies in local languages.
Some foreign-language periodicals include:
 Soviet Literaturemonthly distributed in 10
languages to more than 100 countries.
 S o v i e t Wo m a n  m o n t h l y p u b l i s h e d i n 1 4
languages.
 Culture and Lifemonthly published in 5
languages.
 New Timesweekly published in 9 languages.
 Soviet Unionmonthly published in 20
languages.
 Asia and Africa Todaymonthly published in
Russian, English, French, Arabic, Persian, and
Portuguese.

Radio Broadcasting
The Soviets have long recognized the propaganda
value of radio as a medium unrestricted by geopolitical
boundaries; Lenin stated that radio would be a
newspaper without paper and without distances. The
Soviets have had for some time the capability to reach
virtually all parts of the globe with their radio
broadcasts, and in the past few years have been
intensifying their effort by adding more broadcasts
in a variety of languages. By the end of 1985, total
Soviet international broadcasting exceeded 2,215
hours per week in 82 languages.
Many union-republic radio centers located near
the southern Soviet border have been given foreign
broadcasting responsibilities. Sometimes they
broadcast in the native languages of their republics
to audiences across the border that speak the same or
similar languages, as in the case of Radio Yerevans
Armenian service. They also broadcast in the
languages of non-Soviet target audiences, such as
transmission from Baku and Tashkent in Persian.
Other republic radio centers that have foreign
responsibilities are the ones in Dushanbe, Kiev, Riga,
Tbilisi, Vilnius, Alma-Ata, Tallinn, Vladivostok, and
Minsk. Together, they broadcast almost 400 hours per
week.
The focus of Soviet radio broadcasts has changed
little in the past 14 years. Europe and Asia are still
8

high in Soviet broadcasting priorities, while Africa
and North America appear to have moved up slightly.
Broadcasts to Latin America probably would be
greater were it not for the role of Cuban broadcasts in
the area. In 1985, Cuba was the leading communist
broadcaster to Latin America with about 235 hours
per week of transmissions.
Radio programming consists of news,
commentary, and features (the subjects of which range
from political, economic, and trade affairs to science,
culture, education, and sports), interspersed with
music. The structure and style of the programming
are repetitive; many programs are played two or more
times in a day or a week. Moreover, official policy
lines are set forth in authoritative statements which
in turn form the basis for lower level commentary,
which reinforces the theme. The broadcasts to specific
target audiences discuss local and regional topics, in
an effort to create listener interest.
In the past few years the Soviets have improved
their radio broadcasts both quantitatively and
qualitatively. These improvements have included:
 Introducing a new English-language service in
1978, called the Radio Moscow World Service, now
broadcast continuously throughout the world.
 Increasing the total external broadcasts by 75
program hours per week in 1980, the largest
increase in more than 10 years.
 Revamping and increasing Radio Moscows French
broadcasts to form a new service called Radio
Moscow International in 1983on the air 46 hours
per week and beamed to both Europe and Africa.
In addition to programs emanating from Radio
Moscow and the union republics, a special foreign
radio service known as Radio Peace and Progress
(RPP) was initiated in 1964. Analogous to APN, RPP
was established as a station of Soviet public
organizations which claims to be a nongovernmental
broadcasting station. Its self-defined task is to 11
promote mutual understanding and trust among the
people of all countries, but in practice it seems to
concentrate on the continents of Asia and Africa. RPP
u s e s t h e t e c h n i c a l f a c i l i t i e s o f R a d i o M o s c o w,
although the Soviet Government disclaims any
responsibility for the content of the transmissions.
In 1985 RPP produced 141 hours per week in 12
languages. Although the themes addressed are
standard ones that follow the official line, RPP
broadcasts are sometimes notably more tendentious
a n d o u t s p o k e n t h a n t h o s e o f R a d i o M o s c o w,
purveying propaganda lines for which the Soviet
Government might wish to disclaim responsibility.
RPP programming is customarily tailored to
individual target audiences. The propaganda is often

directed at countries with which the Soviet Union
maintains friendly relations. In the late 1960s, for
example, RPPs commentaries on Indian politics
c a u s e d i r r i t a t i o n i n a n d p r o t e s t s f r o m I n d i a s
government and press.
Radio Magallanes was a Chilean radio station that
operated in Santiago until the fall of Salvador
Allende. Radio Peace and Progress offered it airtime
and it has broadcast from the USSR since January
1977. The station broadcasts in Spanish to Chile 7
hours per week, and is hostile toward the Pinochet
regime.
The USSR has engaged in extensive clandestine
r a d i o b r o a d c a s t i n g 3 s i n c e Wo r l d Wa r I l . M o s t
clandestine radio stations disseminate anti-regime
material to target countries. Many of them work for
the cause of a local, pro-Soviet communist party.
Over the past two decades, new stations have
appeared and old ones disappeared, as political
c h a n g e s h a v e o c c u r r e d . Tw o c l a n d e s t i n e r a d i o
stations currently operate from Soviet territory:
Radio Ba Yi (or 1 August), and the National Voice
of Iran.
Since its initiation in April 1979, Ba Yi has cast
its commentaries so as to suggest that it is presenting
the views of dissidents in the Chinese armed forces.
Technical observations, however, indicate that the
transmitter is located in the Soviet Far East. Ba Yi
attempts to foment disaffection with policies of the
Peoples Republic of China (PRC) and indirectly
encourages support for Soviet positions. Its
broadcasts are irregular and in the past have been
suspended for varying lengths of time for technical
and, possibly, political reasons. For example, during
the summer of 1985, Ba Yi shut down briefly during
a period when negative commentary on the PRC in
Soviet media was substantially reduced. This
shutdown, apparently a political gesture to the
Chinese, lasted only about 6 weeks.
Founded in 1959, the National Voice of Iran
(NVOI) began broadcasting in Persian; since at least
1967 it has also broadcast in Azerbaijani. NVOIs
broadcasts, 9 hours per week, are vehemently
antiKhomeini and sometimes promote the communist
Tudeh Party.
The Soviets apparently also support at least one
and possibly two other clandestine radio stations that
began broadcasting in Persian to Iran in 1984. The
Radio of Iranian Toilers broadcasts 10-1/2 hours per
week from a location in northwest Afghanistan, near
Herat. The program is designed to convey to Tudeh
members in Iran that the party is still functioning.
The Soviets probably also support another
clandestine broadcastthe Voice of the Iranian
Communist Partywhich is on the air 21 hours per
week.
The USSR also supports the two clandestine radio
stations broadcasting to Turkey and the Middle East

from Eastern EuropeOur Radio (Bizirn Radyo) and
the Voice of the Turkish Communist Party. The two
stations portray themselves as voices of the Turkish
people and working class. The stations strike at the
Evren regime and at Turkeys ties to the West, and
defend Soviet policies. In 1985 Our Radio broadcast
about 72 hours per week, and the Voice of the Turkish
Communist Party about 58 hours per week.

Television
The potential of television as a medium has long
been recognized by Soviet propagandists. They have
stated that public opinion is, in our day, having an
ever greater influence on world affairs. In view of this,
great efforts are being made by states to shape public
opinion on a worldwide scale, and the mass media
especially televisionare being used for this purpose
with increasing sophistication.
There are five means through which the Soviets
can get television programs broadcast abroad:
Intersputnik, a communications exchange with East
European and a few other countries; Intervision, a
program exchange run by the International
Organization for Radio and Television; official
agreements between Gosteleradio and foreign
information agencies; Soviet domestic broadcasts
transmitted via communications satellite; and the
placement of Soviet programming abroad by Soviet
representatives.
I n t e r s p u t n i k 4 i s a n o rg a n i z a t i o n t h a t l e a s e s
capacity on Soviet satellites for the exchange of
television programs and other communications among
its member and user countries. The programming is a
combination of that provided by Intervision; Soviet
domestic programming; programming from the
individual user and member countries; and,
occasionally, West European programs and some
material from Western news organizations.
Intersputnik provides the USSR with a number of
political and propaganda advantages. The organization
coordinates radio and television news, as well as
broader political information and cultural policies,
among Warsaw Pact broadcasters and their allies. All
Intersputnik communications must go through
Moscow, which ensures Soviet control over the
system.
Intervision is a program exchange network under
the auspices of the International Organization for
Radio and Television. 5 It coordinates the daily
exchange of television programs among member
stations, and the USSR supplies about one-third of
its programming. It disseminates programming abroad
through daily exchanges with its West European
counterpart, Eurovision. This exchange is unequal,
however; in 1984 Eurovision took only 388 news
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items from Intervision, compared with more than
7,000 news items that Intervision took from
Eurovision.
Many Soviet television programs are currently
shown abroad within the framework of bilateral
agreements worked out by Gosteleradio, which has
jurisdiction over radio and television operations and
foreign broadcasting organs. For example,
Gosteleradio and the Kuwaiti Ministry of Information
signed an agreement this year whereby both parties
will send each other television features and
documentaries about their own countries as well as
radio programs and recordings of music. Similar
agreements recently have been signed with Finland,
the Turner Broadcasting Company in the United
States, the Netherlands, and Sweden.
In their attempts to expand broadcasting
capabilities to cover the USSR, the Soviets have
created the technical infrastructure needed to send
their domestic television beyond their borders. They
can beam television signals to virtually any place on
earth via their satellites. However, special expensive
equipment must be used to receive the signals from
all of their satellites. Even with the newer Ekran
series, special antennas and signal converters are
necessary.
Wi t h t h e p r o p e r e q u i p m e n t , s t a t i o n s a n d / o r
receivers beyond the borders of the USSR can pick
up Soviet television live. The legality of individual
receiving installations is in question in most European
countries; they are illegal in the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Netherlands and are heavily
restricted in most other countries. There appears to
be a market, however, for Soviet television on cable
and subscription TV systems; government approval
is granted in most countries. Some cable television
systems in Europe carry a limited amount of Soviet
programming.
The Soviets have had some success in placing their
television programs abroad when they have moved
outside official agreements. Representatives from
APN, Gosteleradio, and the Soviet Embassy play a
major role in providing television materials,
particularly to commercial outlets. The type of
programming provided varies from country to country.
It almost always includes cultural films and programs,
a n d o f t e n i n c l u d e s c h i l d r e n s p r o g r a m s ,
documentaries, and international news items. Soviet
e ff o r t s i n t h e e a r l y 1 9 8 0 s w e r e l i m i t e d b y t h e
unattractiveness of Soviet material in competition with
the outside worlda frequent complaint was that it
was too propagandisticand a scarcity or lack of
television sets and/or television equipment and
networks in the developing countries. As with the
news services, however, Soviet television broadcasts
are often provided at low or no cost, and the media in
some developing countries have few alternatives.
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The Soviets recently have made great progress in
improving the quality of their television broadcasts,
which have been widely known for dull format, poor
sound and photography, and talking heads news
with no live footage. They have been improving the
format, presentation, technical quality, and program
mix of their broadcasts. News broadcasts in particular
appear to have been modeled after Western television
and have included some US footage of US troops
training in Central America. Despite these changes,
however, Soviet television remains well below the
standard of Western broadcasts.
Aside from the format and content shortcomings,
Soviet television broadcasting suffers from a major
problem for foreign audiencesit is in Russian. The
Soviets may begin to tailor television broadcasts to
foreign audiences in the future, but there are currently
no indications that they intend to do so. The Soviets
may feel that the expense of improving their television
broadcasts and tailoring to foreign audiences
outweighs the benefits of such an effort. Television
equipment is still scarce in most developing countries,
a major target of Soviet propaganda. Moreover, to
compete effectively with the West in the area, the
Soviets would have to make substantial improvements
in both their broadcasting capabilities and their
programming. More likely, the Soviets will continue
their efforts to access foreign television, rather than
revise their own for foreign broadcasting.

Cultural Activities
The Soviet Union undoubtedly leads the world in the scale
and scope of its cultural exchanges. This is no coincidence:
one of the most important principles of the Soviet states
cultural policies has always been to encourage and support
cultural exchanges between countries and nations. It is our
belief that cultural exchange between nations is important for
creation of the new societys culture.

Soviet journalist V. Popov
The Soviet Union maintains cultural relations
with 140 countries worldwide. Unlike other forms
of propaganda, Soviet cultural activities do not
usually contain a specific political message. Most
seek to instill in the viewer or participant a general
feeling of admiration or good will for the Soviet
Union. For the Soviets, cultural relations are a
broad concept that includes such activities as science,
education, literature, the graphic arts, music, public
health, sports, tourism, and disaster relief.
Soviet cultural contacts are extensive in scope
and diversity, and they are growing. In 1975 they
were two and one-half times their 1965 level,
according to Soviet statements. The Soviets offer
something for just about everyone, from sports to the
fine arts, and there is virtually no aspect of culture or

art that has not been utilized by the Soviets for
purposes of international contacts. The Soviets expect
their cultural relations to influence the audiences
mind, to direct it in a certain direction.
The Soviet Union prefers to conduct its cultural
relations on a planned basis through cultural
agreements. As of this year, it has intergovernmental
agreements and programs with 120 countries. Cultural
agreements are negotiated and directed by the Cultural
Relations Department of the Foreign Ministry, headed
by Yuriy Kirichenko since 1982. Bilateral cultural
agreements often provide for such activities as those
detailed below.
In 1984 more than 100 artistic collectives, over
400 soloists, and 40 exhibitions were sent by the
USSR Ministry of Culture to West European countries
alone. Soviet cultural presentations worldwide consist
of Soviet artistic touring groups, such as ballet
companies, symphonies, dance groups, and smaller
musical groups; exhibits of photographs, books, and
art; and the circus. Although the quality and renown
of a touring group often depend on the competition
appearing in a country and the potential commercial
rewards for the Soviets, they manage to send them to
all the countries that want or agree to have them.
According to a study by USIA in 1983, Soviet
cultural presentations, even those in the developing
countries where the Soviets normally send lesser
artistic groups and companies, were well received
worldwide. This was particularly true in Latin America
and Western Europe, where the companies performed
for often large and diverse crowds. Cultural exhibits,
including those of art, books, and photographs, also
were often popular but normally drew smaller crowds.
Contrary to the purpose of most cultural and
information activities, some of those exhibits focused
on political themes, with emphasis on such topics as
the arms race. In Nicaragua, Soviet books and photos
emphasized propaganda against capitalism,
imperialism, and US interventionist activities.
Through their participation in trade exhibits, the
Soviets seek to portray their industrial achievements,
progress, and power; to present the USSR as a model
for economic and industrial development; to display
Soviet industrial items, machinery, and tools for
export; and to provide an opportunity to pass out
literature and show films. Soviet participation in trade
and technical exhibits is a minor effort when compared
with other cultural and information activitiesthe
Soviets participated in or sponsored fairs in only 42
countries in 1983. However, as the fairs and exhibits
undoubtedly reach a different audience than most
cultural activities, they provide a good complement.
When Soviet participation in trade exhibits is not
part of bilateral cultural agreements, participation is

coordinated by the USSR Chamber of Commerce,
which also manages the Soviet exhibits. In the early
1980s there was no noticeable increase in Soviet
participation in trade fairs worldwide except in Latin
America where, between 1982 and 1983, the Soviets
increased their participation in fairs and exhibits from
five to nine countries.
The Soviets utilize cultural and information
centers, libraries, and reading rooms abroad as centers
for short- and long-range programs to disseminate
Marxist-Leninist ideology; to expose urban audiences
to selected aspects of Soviet culture and achievements;
and to induce sympathy, understanding, and support
for Soviet policies and programs. Russian-language
training is usually provided at these centers because
of the potential utility of local citizens trained in
Russian for Soviet aid projects and the long-term
potential of such training as a vehicle for
indoctrination.
The cultural facilities of the USSR abroad range
from small reading rooms to multistory centers that
may contain a library, a theater, an exhibit area, and
classrooms. They may be part of the diplomatic
mission, separate from the mission but run by
diplomatic cultural officers, or they may be run by
local Soviet friendship societies or sympathetic
political parties. As of 1983 the Soviets supported in
some fashion at least 97 facilities in 56 countries.
Operational responsibility for stocking Soviet
libraries abroad, and probably for the overall physical
arrangements of the center, rests in the Ministry of
Culture. The activities of the facilities usually include
seminars, lectures, films, exhibitions, language
instruction, and cultural programs. Many have
libraries stocked with books in Russian and the local
language or languages. The target audiences are
primarily students, younger members of the working
class, and dissatisfied members of the intelligentsia.
The degree to which polemical literature is stocked
depends upon local conditions.
The library-cultural center is a point at which the
direct dissemination of Soviet propaganda and
information can be accomplished, questions can be
answered, and attitudes favorable to the Soviet Union
can be fostered. Where authorized, these centers
provide legal public meetingplaces where like-minded
individuals and groups can get together. Although a
cultural center is too public and too obvious to be used
for clandestine meetings, it can help identify potential
sympathizers. In short, although the audiences of some
centers may well be small, the assets that the centers
provide the Soviets far outweigh the sometimes small
number of individuals who use them.
Between the late 1960s and 1983 the number of
foreign students in the USSR more than quadrupled.
The management of the program and the students
within the USSR is the responsibility of the Minister
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of Higher and Secondary Special Education. Soviet
foreign educational activities sponsored by this
ministry are concentrated in the developing countries.
As of December 1984, there were approximately
57,485 students from developing countries studying
in the USSR, and an additional 3,000 technical trainees
left their countries in 1984 for training in the USSR.
The Soviets hope that many in this group will return
home as potential leaders sympathetic to Soviet causes.
Educational exchanges with the developed countries,
on the other hand, are used by the Soviets primarily
to collect scientific and industrial information. The
number of students in the Soviet Union from the West
is less than 8,000.
Most student exchanges with the USSR are
arranged through bilateral cultural agreements.
However, some scholarships are provided through
Soviet embassies and consulates, foreign communist
parties, and such public organizations as friendship
societies and front groups. The Soviets have been
known to recruit students without the permission of
the local government. For example, according to an
article that appeared in the Thai daily The Nation in
1979 the Soviet Embassy staff in Bangkok decided to
recruit Thai students itself, without the approval of
the Thai authorities. The article also stated that the
Thai Foreign Ministry estimated that about 200
students had left, undetected, for the USSR.
The extent and impact of educational exchanges
vary from region to region. As of 1983, Soviet
educational exchanges were virtually nonexistent in
East Asian and Pacific countries, and limited to a small
number of countries in Western Europe. However,
educational exchanges are now one of the most
significant of the Soviets cultural and informational
activities in Latin America, the Near East, and Africa.
In the period from 1979 to 1983, they increased more
than 40 percent in sub-Saharan Africa, and more than
doubled in the other two regions.
For undergraduates, the scholarships generally
cover expenses for 4-6 years study plus transportation.
(There are no tuition fees for higher education in the
USSR.) Additionally, students were receiving a stipend
of 90 rubles per month in 1984. Similar arrangements
are made for graduate students and technical trainees.
Although the Soviets place a great deal of emphasis
on their program, it is not without its flaws. A major
problem is nonrecognition of Soviet degrees in many
countries, which in effect deprives or severely limits
graduates in finding employment upon returning home.
In many countries where the degrees are accepted, they
are often not highly regarded. Many students do not
find their experiences in the USSR rewarding and
return with a dislike for the country, bitter complaints
of racial discrimination (by Africans in particular)
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resentment at having to learn Russian and sit through
tiresome Soviet propaganda sessions, and a growing
understanding of the limitations of the Soviet system.
Thus it is not surprising that in some countries not all
available Soviet scholarships are taken.
On the other hand, many foreign students find the
experience a positive one. Soviet-trained graduates
provide a large contingent of doctors, engineers, and
agronomists in some African countries, and a few have
even risen to high government posts. Moreover, the
Soviets have recently made attempts to organize their
alumni in some African countries, a program that
could be of propaganda value to them.
Like trade fairs, Soviet sports activities attract
foreign audiences that may not be drawn by other
forms of Soviet propaganda, and they often get wide
media coverage. The Soviets send a wide variety of
teams abroad, including basketball, gymnastic, soccer,
and ice hockey. They also send coaches and trainers
for training teams in other countries, and they
occasionally donate sports equipment. Moscow values
these activities because they provide exposure, help
build good will and contacts, and supply the
opportunities to create audiences more favorable to
the USSR, particularly among the young.
The USSR Committee of Physical Culture and
Sport has control over athletes and athletics in the
Soviet Union, and supervises their participation in
international and binational competitions and other
activities.

Front Organizations
The Soviet Union directs and heavily subsidizes
13 major international front organizations and several
hundred minor front and friendship organizations.
A l t h o u g h t h e o rg a n i z a t i o n s s t r i v e t o a p p e a r
independent and democratic, they are widely known
to be instruments of Soviet foreign policy Front
organizations are commonly grouped with Soviet
active measures because their association with the
USSR is not acknowledged by the Soviet Union
However, they are controlled propaganda organs that
strive to rally world opinion to Soviet causes. Among
their numerous activities, most of which get wide
media coverage, are meetings, rallies, conferences, and
demonstrations. Additionally, all of the major front
organizations issue a regular publication as well as ad
hoc writings which tout the Soviet line.
The major front organizations were created to
a p p e a l t o a v a r i e t y o f a u d i e n c e s . T h e l a rg e s t
organization is the World Peace Council, and others
i n c l u d e t h e Wo m e n s I n t e r n a t i o n a l D e m o c r a t i c
Federation, the World Federation of Trade Unions, and
the Christian Peace Conference.6 One front

organization of particular value to the USSR in its
media activities worldwide is the International
Organization of Journalists, which has five schools in
the Eastern bloc and Cuba that it uses to train
journalists from developing countries.

The Apparatus for Propaganda
Management
The Soviet propaganda management apparatus is
a large, highly centralized structure. Propaganda policy
is formulated by the same bodies that create Soviet
foreign policy, thus ensuring that propaganda supports
policy. Moreover, the centralization of the apparatus
means that propaganda can be flexible-lines can be
changed whenever policy requires it. However, another
consequence of that centralization is that the
p r o p a g a n d a e ff o r t b r e a k s d o w n q u i c k l y w h e n
instructions from the top are slow or nonexistent.
The ultimate authority for propaganda policy is the
CPSU Politburo, presided over by General Secretary
G o r b a c h e v. A d d i t i o n a l l y, t h e r e a r e t h r e e C P S U
secretaries with responsibility for propaganda issues:
senior secretary Yegor Ligachev and junior secretaries
Aleksandr Yakovlev and Mikhail Zimyanin. The
responsibility for developing, coordinating, and
implementing foreign propaganda within the
framework established by the Politburo rests largely
in the international, Propaganda, and Bloc Relations
Departments of the CPSU Central Committee, and with
t h e F o r e i g n M i n i s t r y a n d t h e M i n i s t r y o f St a t e
Security. Some of the leading personalities involved
in the propaganda apparatus are profiled below.

 Mikhail Vasilyevich ZIMYANIN
Party secretary since 1976 ... responsible for
i n t e r n a l i d e o l o g y,
propaganda,
and
counterpropaganda-an increasingly important
area as Soviets try to neutralize Western
effects on Soviet society . . . spent early career
in Belorussian party ranks ... moved to foreign
service after Stalins and Berias deaths in 1953
. . . served as ambassador to North Vietnam and
Czechoslovakia and briefly as deputy foreign
minister ... in 1965 became chief editor of
Pravda and a full member of CPSU Central
Committee ... age 71.

 Yegor Kuzmich LIGACHEV
Member, Politburo, since April 1985, and
S e c r e t a r y, C P S C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e , s i n c e

December 1983 . . . age 64 . . . chief party
ideologue with general oversight for
propaganda-related activities . . . also supervises
cadres policy . . . engineer by training ... first
secretary of Tomsk Obkom during 1965-83.

 Anatoliy Fedorovich DOBRYNIN
Chief, International Department, CPSU Central
Committee, since March 1986 ... age 66 ...
served as ambassador to the US during 1962-86
... will bring extensive expertise in US-Soviet
relations to the ID.

The International Department
The ID plays a major role in the formulation of
Soviet foreign policy. It coordinates and reviews inputs
on Soviet foreign policy matters from the Foreign
Ministry, the KGB, the military, and the various
research institutes, and apparently develops from those
inputs policy proposals that go to the Politburo. It has
special responsibility for overseeing CPSU relations
with nonruling communist parties and other foreign
leftists and front groups.
The ID plays a major role in the propaganda
process. Ideas for propaganda and active measures
campaigns originate in the ID, as well as in the
Politburo and the KGB. In addition to its role in the
formulation and coordination of propaganda
campaigns, the ID contributes to the propaganda effort
by working with the groups it oversees, particularly
front organizations, to promote, coordinate, and fund
propaganda campaigns.
The ID is also responsible for the publication of
t h e m o n t h l y j o u r n a l , Problems of Peace and
Socialism, known in English as the World Marxist
Review. Although ostensibly the Review is an
international publication and edited in Prague, the
editorial board is controlled by the ID. Through this
publication the ID openly communicates policy lines
to foreign groups.
The ID was headed by Boris Ponomarev from its
inception until the 27th CPSU Congress in March
1986, when Ponomarev was replaced by Dobrynin.

The Propaganda Department
Before 1978 the Propaganda Department was the
principal CPSU organ overseeing media operations
both at home and abroad. The foreign aspect of the
Propaganda Departments job was assumed by the
International Information Department (IID) until
March 1986 when it was disbanded. As noted, the
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Propaganda Department probably shares responsibility
for propaganda on international subjects going to the
domestic audience, with the other Central Committee
departments having foreign affairs and propaganda
responsibilities-the ID and the Bloc Relations
D e p a r t m e n t . Wi t h t h e a b o l i t i o n o f t h e I I D , t h e
Propaganda Departments responsibilities could be
broadened once again to entail some aspects of foreign
propaganda.

 Aleksandr Nikolayevich YAKOVLEV
Chief, Propaganda Department, CPSU Central
Committee, since March 1986 ... age 62 ... veteran
propagandist and international affairs specialist . . .
responsible for promoting ideology in all party,
government, and other Soviet organizations . . .
defines and communicates the leaderships main
policies and concerns to the Soviet public ... has
written some harsh anti-US propaganda in recent years
. . . studied at Columbia University 1959-60 . . . deputy
chief and then-chief of the Propaganda Department
during the early years of the Brezhnev regime ...
ambassador to Canada 1973-83 ... director of Institute
of World Economic and International Relations during
1983-85.

The Committee for State Security
The KGB can affect decisions on propaganda
campaigns through its chief, Viktor Chebrikov-a
Politburo member. The KGB is always involved in the
implementation of Soviet active measures. According
to Stanislaw Levchenko, Service A (the KGBs Active
Measures component) worked with the ID and the III)
(before it was disbanded in March 1986) in
formulating and coordinating active measures
campaigns. The KGBs covert activities often parallel
and support the objectives of Soviet overt propaganda.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
The MFA can play a role in the key decisions on
propaganda campaigns through its head, Eduard
Shevardnadze-a member of the Politburo. At a lower
level, the MFA has a role in the coordination of
propaganda. Major articles and books on foreign
affairs, particularly those on diplomatic affairs, require
Foreign Ministry clearance. The Press Department
reads the articles; the regional and area departments
clear book manuscripts in their specialties.
T h e M FA a l s o h a s a p r o m i n e n t r o l e i n t h e
implementation of propaganda campaigns. The Press
Department in Moscow serves as a major outlet for
propaganda on international issues. In 1984 it started
a regular press briefing, usually conducted by Press
Department chief Vladimir Lomeyko, using a
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Western format with Lomeyko fielding questions
from both Soviet and Western reporters. In addition,
the press departments of Soviet embassies overseas
often issue written policy statements and, more
recently, have been conducting their own press
briefings.
The Foreign Ministrys Department for Foreign
Cultural Relations negotiates and directs Soviet
cultural agreements. Moreover, through its embassies
and consulates abroad, the ministry organizes and
supervises many cultural and information activities
abroad.

State Committees
Four state committees are heavily involved in the
propaganda apparatus: Goskomizdat, Glavlit,
Gosteleradio, and Goskino. Although they are
ostensibly independent organizations, they effectively
operate as extensions of the party apparatus in
administering the day-to-day affairs of many of the
propaganda outlets.
All publication activities in the Soviet Union,
including those affecting foreign dissemination, are
controlled by Goskomizdat-the State Committee for
Publishing Houses, the Printing Industry, and the Book
Tr a d e . G o s k o m i z d a t , e s t a b l i s h e d i n 1 9 7 2 a s a
continuation of the Committee on the Press, supervises
the publishing and printing industry and exercises
national control over the thematic trend and content
of literature. A superconglomerate, as of 1978
Goskomizdat supervised 200 publishers, 60,000
bookshops and kiosks, 360,000 libraries, and all
printing establishments in all Soviet republics. It is
responsible for the employment of 350,000 workers
in those establishments.
O ff i c i a l l y a t t a c h e d t o t h e U S S R C o u n c i l o f
Ministers, Glavlit, or the Main Administration for
Safeguarding State Secrets in the Press, is in practice
subordinate to the KGB and the Central Committee.
Glavlit maintains a countrywide network of censors,
estimated to number at least 70,000. Its responsibilities
include radio and television broadcasts as well as
printed media. Located at printing plants, editorial
offices, and broadcasting studios, Glavlit censors
scrutinize all media material before stamping it for
public release. Its mission is to ensure that no
information affecting the security of the Soviet state
appears in public communications. The KGB and
Glavlit jointly prepare the censors Index, a classified
handbook on state secrets that may not be disclosed
in the media. The Index also incorporates Defense
Ministry instructions.
In 1957, radio and television operations were
removed from the Ministry of Cultures jurisdiction
and established as a separate entity. It was formally
established as a Committee of the USSR Council
Ministers in 1962 and elevated to State Committee

in 1970. Now, the State Committee for Television and
Radio broadcasting, known in the Soviet Union as
Gostele radio, is responsible for organizing the
internal and external broadcasting activities of the
Soviet Union and directing all domestic recording
a c t i v i t i e s i n t h e c o u n t r y. T h e M i n i s t r y o f
Communications is responsible for the facilities and
personnel used to transmit, relay, and broadcast radio
and television signals.
T h e St a t e C o m m i t t e e f o r C i n e m a t o g r a p h y,
Goskino, headed by Filipp Yermash since 1972, plans
and directs all activities concerning the making and
distribution of Soviet films. It is also responsible for
international contacts in the area of cinematography.

The Propaganda Process
The party maintains control of the propaganda
apparatus by issuing general policy guidance and
appointing personnel to key positions. Broad policy
guidance on the direction of Soviet propaganda is
given in the occasional speeches or messages by party
officials with responsibility for ideology and
propaganda-General Secretary Gorbachev and
Secretaries Ligachev, Yakovlev, and Zimyanin.
Ideas for propaganda campaigns in support of
Soviet policies can originate in the Politburo, the KGB,
or the ID. The Politburo votes on campaigns and then
issues a directive to the organizations involved which
calls for them to take whatever measures are needed
to carry out the campaigns.
There are regular meetings of the heads of the major
media organs and representatives from the ID, MFA,
and KGB where guidance is given, apparently based
on directives from the Central Committee. The
meetings once were chaired by Zimyanin, but have
probably been chaired by Ligachev since he assumed
responsibility for propaganda. The coordination of
foreign propaganda campaigns outside the planning
meetings is largely the responsibility of the IID,
working on instructions from the ideology secretaries
and the Politburo.

Delays in Propaganda Responses
The Soviet propaganda apparatus has been unable
to handle a number of major foreign policy issues
quickly. Such delays probably have been caused by
the absence of strong leadership in the Politburo as
well as by bureaucratic coordination and logistical
requirements. In some crises it has taken 7 to 10 days
for guidance from Moscow to reach the offices abroad
that need it. Similar delays in responses have been
evident in the improvised reporting on Afghanistan,

the Korean Airlines (KAL) shootdown, and the
grounding of a Soviet submarine off the Swedish coast.

Leadership Dissatisfaction
The Soviet propaganda apparatus has long been
the subject of leadership concern and criticism because
of its perceived inability to compete effectively with
other foreign media. In the early 1970s the Brezhnev
regime resorted to a series of personnel and
organizational changes in an effort to improve the
performance of Soviet media organizations. In spite
of those efforts, the various media services continued
through the 1970s to demonstrate serious coordination
problems and failed to tailor their output for maximum
effect on foreign and domestic audiences.
Evidently because of leadership concern about
Soviet foreign propaganda, the International
Information Department was established in early 1978.
The III) publicly received its charter at the next Central
Committee plenum in November 1978. Then-General
Secretary Brezhnev told the Central Committee that
the propaganda media had been ineffective in dealing
with economic and social life and in the treatment of
international events and called for reports that were
more timely, factual, and better analyzed. He indicated
the seriousness of Soviet concern by announcing that
the Politburo had set up a special commission to study
ways to analyze the problems he had outlined and to
improve ideological, mass-political work.
Brezhnevs criticisms were apparently directed at
the Propaganda and International Departments, which
had borne most of the responsibility for international
propaganda before the formation of the IID. His
charges were probably intended to clear the way for
Zamyatin to take control of foreign propaganda.
Criticism of the apparatus continued in 1979, when
the Central Committee issued a decree calling for the
increase of party-minded zealousness of media. In
the decree, foreign policy information was found to
be particularly derelict in melding persuasiveness and
concrete analysis with a forthright attitude toward the
i d e o l o g i c a l e n e m y.  T h i s d e c r e e , i n p a r t i c u l a r,
highlights the central dilemma facing the Soviet
propaganda apparatus: establishing credibility as a
source of information while supporting Soviet
interests.
Leadership criticism of foreign propaganda
underwent a subtle change in 1983. In addition to the
now-standard calls for more substance and promptness,
the leadership appeared concerned about the style of
Soviet propaganda. In June 1983, Chernenko attacked
the cliche dispatches and commentaries appearing
in Soviet media and criticized Moscows foreign
policy propaganda as not sufficiently active and
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masterful in combating the Wests antisocialist bias.
Without enhancing the appeal and journalistic
qualities of material addressed to foreign audiences,
Chernenko said, the USSR cannot hope for success
in foreign policy propaganda in the long term.
Gorbachev, whose active role in Soviet propaganda
has been apparent in the stream of propaganda
initiatives from the Kremlin since he took office,
apparently is taking a more activist role in Soviet
propaganda activities than his predecessors. He has
made major revisions of Soviet propaganda activities
and policy, and restructured the entire apparatus,
beginning with the abolition of the IID.

Soviet Propaganda Techniques and
Recent Improvements
In the past few years, and particularly since
Gorbachevs appointment as General Secretary, the
Soviets have developed a variety of methods for
getting their ideas across. Although the methods differ,
the purpose seems to be the same: to keep world
attention focused on Soviet proposals, policies, and
reactions.

Press Conferences
The practice of press conferences is not new in the
Soviet Union-Soviet leader Khrushchev gave a few in
his time-but what is new is their frequency and form.
With regularity, Soviet spokesmen and the General
Secretary are fielding questions from reporters before
a battery of television cameras. The Soviets value press
conferences as a chance to state positions to
international audiences with hopes that the press
conferences can promote the Soviet position.
Gorbachevs news conferences in Geneva and Paris
highlight this trend. In addition, since mid1984 press
briefings have been held in the Soviet Foreign Ministry
at least once a month. Their increased frequency
appears to be related to Moscows evident dismay at
the public relations debacle it suffered after the KAL
incident and the intermediate-range nuclear forces
(INF) reduction talks walkout, which coincided with
increasing concern on the part of the Soviet leadership
over Moscows counterpropaganda capabilities.
No small factor in the leaderships appreciation of
the news conference is the credibility of the institution,
achieved from its similarity to its Western counterpart.
There are, however, some notable differences between
the Foreign Ministry press briefings and those in the
West. Although some questions are received orally,
many are submitted in writing and deposited in small
boxes at either side of the stage, where they are
periodically picked up by Soviet officials. This
procedure assures the briefers that the questions they
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want to answer will get asked, and in a manner
favorable to them. Additionally, it gives officials a
chance to consider an answer before speaking or,
perhaps more to the point, not to answer the question
at all.

Access to Foreign Media
The Soviets are getting better at using the Western
media to their advantage. With increasing frequency,
the Soviet view of an international event or some
aspect of Soviet foreign policy is being presented
abroad by Soviet spokesmen. It is now common to see
such Soviet officials as Georgiy Arbatov, Leonid
Zamyatin, or Vladimir Pozner being interviewed by
Western TV commentators or press correspondents.
A recent example of the new accessibility of Soviet
spokesmen was the performance of Soviet officials in
Geneva in November 1985. Arriving well before the
summit, the Soviets deluged journalists with a series
of briefings, stacks of translated press releases and
Gorbachev speeches, and a press luncheon. A Western
journalist noted that the information curtain that
separates normally tightlipped Soviet officials from
Western journalists in Moscow parted in Geneva, and
the Soviet spokesmen seemed eager to make
themselves available.
Another Soviet method for gaining access to the
foreign media has been through the cooptation of some
foreign journalists stationed in Moscow. For many
foreign journalists, reporting in a Soviet-biased or
pro-Soviet manner can result in gaining access to
otherwise inaccessible Soviet officials or receiving
inside information. Moreover, if foreign journalists
r e f u s e t o c o o p e r a t e , t h e y m a y b e t h e t a rg e t o f
provocations, and some journalists have been charged
with hooliganism, espionage, or illicit behavior and
have been deported.
When the Soviets have been unsuccessful in getting
foreign journalists to write their stories, they have
found another means of getting foreign coverage:
purchasing advertising space in newspapers. The
advertisements almost always carry a political
message, and are usually purchased by the Soviet
Embassy.

Controlled Leaks
Approved government leaks from official and
unofficial sources help the Soviet Union gain access
to the foreign media with hot news items. Soviet or
Soviet-backed sources occasionally provide
information to the Western press or Western officials
on Soviet affairs, particularly leadership issues. One
example of this is Viktor Louis, a major source of
information on Soviet dissident Andrey Sakharov. He
provided Western correspondents with a film of

Sakharov in 1985 that was intended to show Sakharov
as healthy and well-cared-for. Sakharovs wife, Helena
Bonner, has since stated that the film ,was made up of
clips taken by the KGB before Sakharovs illness and
misrepresented the state of his health at the time it
was released.

The New General Secretary
The primary architect of the more open Soviet
approach to public diplomacy has undoubtedly been
Gorbachev. His flair for public relations was first
revealed to the West during his December 1984 visit
to the United Kingdom several months before his
ascension to power. Observers there were struck by
his openness, candor, and willingness to discuss tough
issues. His performance no doubt reflected his
preferred personal style, a style he has since used
effectively with domestic Soviet audiences. But it also
reflected his keen appreciation of the importance of
openness in dealing with Western audiences.
Since becoming General Secretary, Gorbachev has
continued this more open style and translated it to the
r e s t o f t h e S o v i e t b u r e a u c r a c y. H i s o w n p r e s s
conferences and personal interviews have been
matched by Soviet spokesmen at lower levels. Soviet
officials are now willing to discuss issues, such as
human rights, which were shunned in the preGorbachev era as interference in internal Soviet
affairs. The initial Soviet reaction to the Chernobyl
nuclear accident demonstrates that there are limits to
this new Gorbachev style, but there is no question that
his approach has increased the effectiveness of Soviet
public diplomacy in the West.

Exploitation of UN Information Organs
The USSR became directly interested in developing
the United Nations as a propaganda vehicle in 1954
when it saw some hope of winning the vote on certain
international issues. In recent years it has been
successful on many occasions in using the United
Nations to support USSR propaganda activities
worldwide.
The Soviets have tried to gain control of the UN
Secretariats news service-the Political Information
and News Service (PINS). PINS was established by
the United Nations to provide the UN Secretariat staff
and member states with synopses of media reports. A
Soviet national, Vyacheslav Ustinov, heads the office
that supervises PINS. He has delegated editorial
responsibilities to his special assistant, another Soviet.
A review of PINS products indicates an anti-US bias
and an absence of unfavorable coverage of the USSR.
The UN Department of Public Information (DPI)
plays a crucial role in the governments propaganda
efforts, despite the fact that the resolution which

established the DPI decreed that it should not engage
in propaganda. The DPI arranges for national and
international media coverage of UN activities. The
influence of Soviet officials working in the department
frequently results in the presentation of a selective and
distorted image of the UNs activities, and the DPI
occasionally issues pamphlets, such as one issued in
late 1984 on colonialism, which are grossly biased
against Western countries.
Soviets in the UN Secretariat are instructed to
arrange for the UN Secretary-General to make
favorable references to the statements of Soviet leaders
or announcements of the Central Committee. The
Soviets circulate these statements as well as Soviet
Government announcements in UN documents. As a
matter of practice, the United Nations allows
documents of any delegation to be entered in the record
and circulated as official UN documents. The fact that
they have been circulated in the United Nations is used
by the Soviet press and other media in a way that gives
the propaganda placement more credibility.

Conclusions and Prospects
There are no objective means for measuring the
o v e r a l l e ff e c t i v e n e s s o f S o v i e t p r o p a g a n d a i n
influencing policies abroad, but the huge investment
the Soviet Union has made in its propaganda
effort-radio broadcasting, news agencies, publications,
and cultural and information activities-attest to its high
regard for propaganda instruments as political tools.
In spite of this massive effort, Soviet leaders have
continually voiced concerns about the quality of their
foreign propaganda. Improving the credibility of their
news and information is the most serious problem for
the Soviets. They combat this shortcoming in part
through repetition-presenting their propaganda on a
particular theme through various media outlets, hoping
that each will add to the credibility of the other to
produce a convincing story. They also use the foreign
media as vehicles for their propaganda, in the hope
t h a t t h e i r i d e a s w i l l g a i n t h e We s t e r n m e d i a s
credibility. Soviet commentators, particularly since
Gorbachev became General Secretary, appear regularly
in the Western media to present the Soviet views on
issues or events.
Timeliness is also a serious problem that, on major
issues, will not be solved easily by the Soviets. Various
incidents have shown that their propaganda effort
breaks down quickly when instructions from the top
are not forthcoming or when bureaucratic interests
conflict. Close party controls and inflexible procedures
also contribute to inertia and delays. Soviet leaders
have acknowledged that those delays mean that their
interpretation of events will not be the first one heard
by foreign audiences, thus reducing its impact. The
presence of a strong leader may reduce some of those
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delays. Even a reorganization of the apparatus,
h o w e v e r, i s u n l i k e l y t o r e s o l v e t h e c o n f l i c t i n g
bureaucratic interests that have caused problems in the
past on issues of major importance.
The Soviets are currently undertaking a massive
new effort to educate people around the world about
Soviet policies and proposals because they feel that
their ideas are not being heard. The Soviets are likely
to initiate the following propaganda developments in
the near future:
-

Increase the use of radio and television;

-

Improve the supply of publications, especially
books, with most of the increase probably
going to developing countries;

-

Further tailor propaganda for individual
countries and regions.

In addition, TASS and APN will almost certainly
continue to increase the number of subscribers to their
services, offering them at low or no cost; and Soviet
commentators will make increasing use of the foreign
media as a propaganda outlet.

businessmen, academics, and physicians. Through contacts with
such groups, the Soviets seek to generate pressure against SDI
among influential individuals who ordinarily would probably avoid
association with Soviet propaganda.
A month after SDI was proposed in 1983, General Secretary
Andropov suggested that Soviet and US scientists should meet and
explore the consequences of SDI. Since then, Moscow has used its
own scientists and scientific institutions, including those not directly
associated with space research, as a means of insinuating Soviet
views into Western scientific and political forums. A popular theme
is that SDI is technically unachieveable, can be easily countered,
and is exorbitantly expensive.

Front Organizations
The Soviet Union has used front organizations to mobilize
grassroots support for its policies-an effort similar to the anti-INF
campaign. In particular, Moscow seeks to influence the significant
antinuclear sentiment that exists in Western Europe by employing
front-inspired activity against SDI.
In early 1985, Yuriy Zhukov, chairman of the Soviet Committee
for the Defense of Peace, which helps coordinate many activities
of front organizations, declared that peace campaigners cannot
abort their efforts because supporters of SDI have once again
stepped up their activity. In addition, Pravda claimed that mass
opposition to SDI could infuse a new scope to the antiwar
movement if it merged with existing peace sentiment in Western
Europe. Soviet front activities aimed at undermining SDI include:


A WPC Presidium meeting was held in Moscow in March
1985. An appeal that called on the worlds peoples to raise
their voices in a powerful campaign against the
militarization of space was adopted.

Appendix: The Soviet Campaign
Against SDI
The Soviet Union is orchestrating a worldwide campaign to
undermine domestic and foreign support for the US Strategic
Defense Initiative. The USSR has been hostile to SDI since it was
first announced by President Reagan in March 1983. Moscows
efforts began to coalesce into an organized campaign in 1984 when
the Soviets proposed to hold talks on preventing the militarization
of space.
The Soviet program against SDI has consisted of a combination
of diplomacy (particularly arms negotiations), propaganda, and
active measures. The Soviets have previously launched similar
campaigns against several US/NATO strategic programs: the 1950
campaign to ban the atom bomb, which culminated in the Stockholm
Peace Appeal; activities against the US development of an
antiballistic missile (ABM) system, which began in the late 1960s;
the campaign against the NATO deployment of the enhanced
radiation weapon, or neutron bomb, in 1977 and 1978; and the
ongoing effort to undermine NATOs 1979 decision to modernize
its intermediate -range nuclear forces and the subsequent
deployment of those forces. In contrast to those campaigns, the
program against SDI appears to have broader appeal; the focus is
on audiences not only in industrialized countries but also in
developing countries.

The International Liaison Forum of Peace Forces (ILFPF),
a WPC front organization, held a conference in early
December 1985 in Vienna which issued the following
declaration: The object now is to stop the arms race and
prevent Star Wars.
The Generals for Peace and Disarmament, an organization
linked to the WPC, held its fourth meeting in Vienna in
May 1986. Representatives from 14 countries reportedly
sharply denounced the US SDI plan that destabilizes the
militarypolitical situation in the world and whips up the
arms race.
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World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU)
During the 37th session of the WFTU, held in Moscow in
October 1985, the trade union movement was urged to take
resolute action against Star Wars. The WFTU also
adopted a resolution denouncing SDI at the conclusion of
this session.
A trade union seminar of Asian and Pacific countries
sponsored by the Vietnamese affiliate of WFTU was held
in Hanoi in May 1986. A seminar press release declared
that the struggle against plans for space militarization
was an important task of trade unions in all countries.

Political Influence Operations
Moscow has extensively employed various forms of political
influence operations as a means of discrediting SDI. Using Soviet
front and other nonpolitical groups, Moscow has attempted to
manipulate such professional groups as journalists, scientists,

World Peace Council (WPC)



Womens International Democratic Federation
(WIDF)
WIDF supported an antiwar month in March 1986 under
the slogan Preventing the Militarization of Outer
SpacePeace on Earth and in Space.



World Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW)
Gorbachev, in a statement to the WFSW Congress in Moscow in
1986, declared that Peaceful space is an important precondition
for banishing the war danger from the life of the people.



Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Organization (AAPSO)
An AAPSO-sponsored conference on Bandung and the Present,
held in Tanzania in July 1985, concentrated criticism on the
United States, particularly SDI. Its final communique stated that
outer space belongs to mankind in general and it should not be
turned into an arena of nuclear confrontation.
Dobrynin addressed the 14th session of the AAPSO Council in
May 1986, criticizing the creation of new types of
superweapons, above all space weapons, and declared that the
struggle against the threat of nuclear war is also the struggle for
the development of the liberated countries and peoples.



Christian Peace Conference (CPQ
The Karlovy Vary Consultation, held in Czechoslovakia and
organized by the CPC in December 1984, focused on the
Movement Toward the Militarization of Outer Space Glamorized
by the Star Wars mentality.
The All-Union Council of Evangelical Christians and Baptists,
affiliated with the CPC, held a plenary session in Moscow during
April 1986. A resolution was adopted that urged the Christians
of the whole world to treat with particular censure the
development of Star Wars.



International Association of Democratic Lawyers
(IADL)
The Association of Soviet Lawyers, a Soviet disarmament group
apparently under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences Law
Institute and an affiliate of the IADL, participated in an arms
control conference in Moscow during March 1985. Soviet
participants wanted to focus strictly on space matters, especially
SDI.



World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY)
The Twelfth World Festival of Youth and Students, sponsored
by the WFDY, met in Moscow in July 1985. In his address to the
festival participants, Gorbachev stated: And everyone should
ask himself. What has he done to prevent nuclear weapons from
ever being used again, either on earth or in space, to eliminate
those weapons completely and for good.



International Union of Students (IUS)
Youth from countries of Asia and the Pacific participated in a
meeting in Hanoi on Peace, Security, Development, and
Cooperation, sponsored by the IUS, WFDY, and the WPC, in
May 1986. Participants from 13 countries expressed support for
Soviet arms control initiatives, including preventing the spread
of the arms race into outer space.

Nonruling Communist Parties
The Soviet Union has sought to mobilize nonruling communist
parties in opposition to SDI and in favor of Soviet policies. The
International Department, which exercises influence over more than
70 communist parties, has infused local communist groups with the
importance of initiating actions against SDI. For example, TASS
reported in October 1985 that Vadirn Zagladin, then first deputy
chief of the ID, declared that all communist parties now consider
it their main task to struggle for averting the threat to a
thermonuclear war and for preventing militarization of outer space.
Activities against SDI by pro-Soviet nonruling communist parties
include:
The Argentine Communist Party organized a meeting in Buenos
Aires in August 1985 which emphasized opposition to the arms
race in space.
Local communists urged the Belgian Government in
April 1985 to reject participation in the implementation
of President Reagans notorious Strategic Defense
Initiative.
The Canadian Communist Party congress was held in
April 1985 with the theme Peace-Stop Star Wars.
A joint communique issued during September 1985 by
Gorbachev and French Communist Party leader Georges
Marchais declared that the Star Wars project, far from
ending the arms race, spreads it to outer space.
The Star Wars program was criticized during the 39th
congress of the British Communist Party in London in
May 1985.
In a speech at the 27th CPSU congress in March 1986
Rene Theodore, secretary general of the Haitian
Communist Party, mentioned Star Wars as a symptom
of the destructive madness inherent in imperialism.
A statement by the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of India in January 1986 accused the US and the
Star Wars program of unleashing the arms race.
Gorbachev and Italian Communist Party General
Secretary Natta met at Chernenkos funeral in March
1985 and agreed that their two parties would strive
jointly to end the arms race both on earth and in outer
space.
The Communist Youth Federation of Sri Lanka, in an
article published in Problems of Peace and Socialism in
March 1986, criticized US plans for the militarization of
space.2

Footnotes
1Among the Soviet newspapers that have representatives
abroad are Pravda, Izvestiya, Trud, Komsomolskaya Pravda,
Novoye Vremya, Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya, Selskaya Zhizn,
Literaturnaya Gazeta, Krasnaya Zvezda, Sovetskaya Kultura, and
Sovetskaya Rossiya.
2APNs founding organizations were the Union of Journalists,
Union of Writers, Union of Soviet Societies of Friendship and
Cultural Relations With Foreign Countries, and National Union for
the Dissemination of Political and Scientific Knowledge.
3Clandestine broadcasting is defined as that which does not
admit to, or attempts to mislead listeners about, the origin of
transmission.
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4The members and users of Intersputnik include the USSR,
Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Cuba, the
Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea, the German Democratic
Republic, Hungary, Iraq, Laos, Libya, Mongolia, Nicaragua, Poland,
Romania, Syria, the Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen, and
Vietnam.
50IRT members include Afghanistan, Algeria, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Finland, the German
Democratic Republic, Hungary, Iraq, the Democratic Peoples
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Republic of Korea, Laos, Mali, Mongolia, Nicaragua, Poland,
Romania, Sudan, the USSR, Vietnam, and the Peoples Democratic
Republic of Yemen.
60ther major international communist front organizations are:
the World Federation of Democratic Youth, the Afro-Asian Peoples
Solidarity Organization, the International Association of Democratic
Lawyers, the International Union of Journalists, the Womens
International League for Peace and Freedom, the World Federation
of Scientific Workers, the World Federation of Teachers Unions,
and the Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace.

Chapter III

Soviet Active Measures in the US

The Soviets use the term active measures, a literal
translation of the Russian phrase aktivnyye
m e ro p r i y a t i y a , t o d e s c r i b e c o v e r t o r d e c e p t i v e
intelligence operations aimed at promoting Soviet
foreign policy goals. Soviet active measures may cover
a wide range of activities, including the following:
-

Written or oral disinformation.
Use of forged documents.
Covert influence of foreign media through
controlled assets and press placements.
Use of foreign communist parties and front
organizations.
Manipulation of international front
organizations.
Clandestine radio broadcasting.
Covert political and economic support for
insurgents, separatist movements, opposition
groups, and political parties.
Political influence operations utilizing agents
of influence, manipulation or private
communication channels, deception, and
exploitation of willing and unwilling contacts.

The Soviet leadership takes a long-term view of
its active measures operations directed at the United
States. These operations are designed to discredit the
US Government and promote a favorable climate for
Soviet foreign policy objectives. Their objectives
include the following: to influence both world and US
public opinion against certain US military, economic,
and political programs; to disrupt relations between
the United States and its allies; and to demonstrate
that the policies and goals of the United States are
incompatible with the ambitions of Third World
countries.
The Soviet leadership views active measures as an
important instrument to carry out its foreign policy
goals and objectives. The highest level of the Soviet
Government, the Politburo of the Central Committee,
ultimately approves the major themes of Soviet foreign
policy and active measures operations. Under the
Politburos general direction, a large and complex
bureaucracy designs and implements specific active
measures campaigns. These campaigns are
implemented and controlled by a powerful CPSU
Central Committee department, the International

Department, and the Committee for State Security.
The ID is responsible for the overall supervision
of active measures operations and designs many of the
specific active measures operations and campaigns.
The ID also implements active measures operations
through its mandate to control and direct pro-Soviet
communist parties, international front organizations,
and such Soviet friendship societies as the National
Council of American-Soviet Friendship (NCASF).
T h e s e o r g a n i z a t i o n s a r e l a rg e l y f i n a n c e d a n d
controlled by the Soviet Union, and their campaigns
are principally directed at the policies of the United
States and other NATO countries. Because they pretend
to be nonaligned, independent organizations that
promote such causes as peace and disarmament, these
front organizations often attract broader public support
and are usually more effective than openly pro-Soviet
communist parties and organizations.
Communist front organizations have also played a
prominent role in Soviet efforts to establish reliable
channels of influence in the United Nations and in
Third World countries. The Soviets commitment to
anti-imperialism often establishes a common focal
point of interest for independent organizations of
women, peace groups, youth, and students. Some Third
World organizations, normally under financial stress
and lacking organizational expertise, see benefits in
conducting joint programs with well organized Soviet
controlled front groups.
The KGB is primarily responsible for covert active
measures operations throughout the world. Service A
is the main headquarters component of the KGB
responsible for the overall supervision and
management of KGB active measures. In the United
States, those KGB officers responsible for political
intelligence collection provide support to the ID by
handling many of the monitoring and liaison functions
in connection with the Soviet front organizations.
Several KGB officers currently assigned to the United
States are in regular contact with officials from the
CPUSA, the NCASF, and other front groups. In
addition, the KGB is responsible for developing agents
of influence, planting media stories, and surfacing
forgeries in support of active measures campaigns.
It is important to note that many active measures
operations utilize overt or semi-overt elements as well
as clandestine or covert ones. Many active measures
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are planned and executed by intelligence officers (10s),
but CPSU and government officials, journalists,
academicians, representatives of other Soviet public
organizations, and a network of proSoviet international
f r o n t o rg a n i z a t i o n s , c o m m u n i s t p a r t i e s , a n d
individuals are also used to implement these active
measures operations. Thus, active measures involve
virtually every element of the Soviet party, state, and
private sector, and they are closely integrated and
coordinated with traditional diplomatic activities and
long-term Soviet foreign policy objectives.

Soviet Forgery Operations
The Soviet Union conducts forgery operations to
discredit the United States and its allies, influence
political action and public opinion in the United States
and abroad, and promote worldwide Soviet foreign
policy goals. These forgeries are often designed to
supply the factual evidence needed to prove the
disinformation that Moscow has already advanced
through other active measures operations and
propaganda. Many of the Soviet forgeries are aimed
at influencing Third World countries as well as the
United States. The Soviets try to get forgeries and
disinformation stories printed in the noncommunist
media. If successful in their efforts, they usually will
reprint these news accounts in their own media. Even
when the US Government issues prompt denials of the
authenticity of a forged document, the Soviets believe
that the denial will never entirely offset the damage
caused by the initial release of the news story based
upon the forgery.
Many US Government officials and organizations
have been targets of Soviet disinformation and forgery
operations. Although most forgeries surface overseas,
the information and documents used in these
operations are often acquired in the United States.
Through defector sources and FBI investigation of
KGB operations in the United States, the FBI has
determined that KGB residencies collect the types of
documents and information that subsequently surface,
i n a l t e r e d f o r m , i n f o rg e r y a n d d i s i n f o r m a t i o n
operations.

Forged KKK Letters to Olympic
Committees
In an effort to discredit the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympic games and bolster support for their boycott
of them, the Soviet Union began a widespread
disinformation campaign during July 1984. It featured
three forged documents, two of which allegedly were
produced by the Ku Klux Klan, threatening Third
World athletes with bodily harm if they participated
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in the Olympic games. Based upon FBI investigations
and analysis of the letters, the conclusion is that they
fit the pattern of other Soviet forgery operations and
were part of the overall Soviet active measures
campaign to discredit the Reagan administration and
its handling of US-USSR relations.
The first two versions of the Olympic hate leaflets
were mailed from the United States to various national
Olympic committees in more than 20 countries. One
version, sent to 10 African states, was directed against
blacks only, while a second flyer sent to Asian nations
was directed against blacks and Asians. Both leaflets
allegedly were sent by the KKK and threatened the
physical security of athletes from Africa and Asia if
they participated in the Los Angeles games. This theme
dovetailed with the Soviet justification for their own
nonparticipation in the event; i.e., that the United
States was unable to guarantee the security of their
athletes.
Attorney General William French Smith announced
shortly after the letters discovery that they were KGB
forgeries and part of a major Soviet disinformation
effort. Linguistic analysis revealed that the leaflets
were not written in colloquial American English, and
contained errors likely to have been made by a Russian
speaker. Both envelopes containing the leaflets were
postmarked from the Washington, D.C. area, well
within the 25mile restricted area for Soviet diplomats.
The forgeries received considerable publicity in the
world press, but not one recipient on the Olympic
committee withdrew its team from the games, perhaps
because of the swift response by US officials in
publicizing the origin of the letters.
In addition, the timing of the KKK letter to
coincide with the visit of Secretary of State Shultz to
Malaysia is indicative of a desire to make the most of
these circumstances for propaganda purposes. During
this visit, TASS published an article saying that the
KKK had expressed in an extremely base manner
what the architects of American policy have in

their minds. The article said that the Reagan
administration has mounted such ferociously
antisocialist activities as has made participation
of sportsmen from Socialist countries in the Los
Angeles Olympics impossible.

The third forgery was a somewhat less
sophisticated Olympic hate leaflet, containing a
photomontage of lynchings, etc., encompassed within
the Olympic rings. It also contained the printed
message Welcome to Los Angeles and White
Society. The leaflet was originally mailed from
Algeria to the chairman of an African National
Olympic Committee, but identical copies were
subsequently distributed to other African and Asian
delegations at the Olympic Village in Los Angeles.

Forgeries of FBI Documents
Two forgeries that surfaced in the United States
were designed to discredit the FBI and ultimately the
Reagan administration. Although the FBI has not
d e f i n i t e l y d e t e r m i n e d t h a t t h e s e f o rg e r i e s w e r e
perpetrated by the KGB, the forgeries are comparable
to those produced in past operations by the KGB.
In June 1983 an unsigned letter from a practicing
Catholic from a Latin American country was sent to
H. E. Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, the archbishop of
Chicago. Attached to the letter was a document
allegedly from Edward J. OMalley, the then-assistant
director of the FBIs Intelligence Division, to Mr.
Edward D. Hegarty, special agent in charge of the
FBIs Chicago Field Office. The document dated May
18, 1983, and written on Department of Justice
stationery, ordered FBI agents in Chicago to conduct
complete surveillance of Cardinal Bernardin to
secure information discrediting him. Marked
confidential, the letter also recommended that
special agents conduct full operational surveillance
of especially active Roman Catholic bishops and
additional counteractions to undermine the
initiatives of peace education courses conducted under
the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church in schools
and parishes.
The letter came to the attention of the FBI in July
1983 when a member of the Cardinals office called
the Chicago Field Office about the matter. The
document is a complete fraud, and the FBI publicly
denounced the document in the media as a crude
forgery.
The document was designed to discredit the FBI
and the Reagan administration by alleging that the
FBI was involved in a campaign to monitor the
activities of the Catholic Church in the peace
movement and to discredit Cardinal Bernardin.
Cardinal Bernardin was chairman of the committee
that drafted the pastoral letter denouncing nuclear
war, which was approved by the Roman Catholic
bishops in early May 1983.
The second forgery surfaced in the United States
in January 1984. An anonymous cover letter
purporting to reveal a 1947 letter to the House
UnAmerican Activities Committee from FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover was sent to reporters and other people
in the Washington, D.C. area. Attached to the cover
letter was a copy of the alleged Hoover letter dated
October 15, 1947. It concerned House Committee
investigations of political activists in Hollywood and
expected testimony before the committee by the
President of the Screen Actors Guild, who at that time
was Ronald Reagan. The letter implies that Mr.

Reagan was working in collusion with the FBI and
the Committee on Un-American Activities concerning
communist infiltration into the Hollywood film world.
The FBI denounced the forgery in the news media
and stated that the letter contained stylistic touches
that Mr. Hoover would never have tolerated, some in
violation of the rules for FBI correspondence. The
forgery was obviously designed to discredit the FBI
and President Reagan by raising the issue of
McCarthyism.

Use of Soviet Media
Representatives
Soviet communications media are controlled by the
Soviet Government or the CPSU. All Soviet media,
including radio and television stations, news agencies,
and printing facilities, are state-owned and therefore
are subordinate to Soviet political and intelligence
goals. News is frequently suppressed and often
distorted and manipulated.
The Novosti Press Agency was established in 1961
to disseminate news and feature articles,
commentaries, and photographs about Soviet life to
foreign countries. It also publishes books, brochures,
magazines, and a variety of other materials in many
foreign languages. Novosti claims to be commercial
and unofficial, but is under Soviet Government
control. The leading Soviet newspapers are Pravda,
the official organ of the CPSU, and Izvestiya, the
official newspaper of the Soviet Government.
TASS, the official news agency of the Soviet
Government, is administered by the USSR Council of
Ministers. Both TASS and Novosti send large numbers
of correspondents on foreign assignments around the
world; however, Pravda, Izvestiya, Radio Moscow, and
other Soviet media organizations also have limited
numbers of correspondents in many countries. TASS
prepares special classified background reports on
foreign countries and their leaders, as well as digests
of the uncensored foreign media, for use by
high-ranking Soviet officials.
B e c a u s e TA S S a s s i s t s t h e n e w s a g e n c i e s o f
developing countries by providing free or minimally
priced news service, Moscow has achieved a
substantial and growing media presence in the Third
World. By contrast, private wire services from the
United States usually offer no subsidies and are fiscally
constrained from providing services to developing
countries that lack sound financial standing. Moscow
has also lent its support to regional news agencies in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
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Intelligence Officers in Media Positions
The Soviet intelligence services frequently utilize
media positions in the United States as an overt cove
for their intelligence officers (IOs). For example, on
known Soviet IO-who, until his recent departure was
a correspondent for Soviet Radio and Television in the
United States--aggressively cultivate contacts in an
effort to explain the rationale for Soviet policies, and
gathered information on an subject which showed the
negative side of life 1 America. Soviet correspondents
are especially encouraged to cover such topics as labor
u n r e s t p o v e r t y, u n e m p l o y m e n t , a n d n u c l e a r
disarmament.

TASS Coverage of the Olympics
The same Soviet 10 mentioned above and another
10 who also uses a correspondent position as his cover
prepared reports on the 1984 Olympic games in Los
Angeles. Their reporting included articles on the
forged KKK hate letters that were sent to African and
A s i a n n a t i o n s . L a t e r, t h e t a c t i c s o f t h e S o v i e t
journalists switched to one of attempting to shock
the world over the materialistic nature of the games.
On May 14, 1984, Marat Gramov, chairman of the
USSR National Olympic Committee, declared in a
statement distributed by TASS: Our nonparticipation
is on the conscience of the Reagan administration
which ... did everything possible to thwart our
participation. Gramov alleged that the US security
services had planted representatives of terrorist and
extremist organizations in the Organizing Committee,
had devised methods for kidnapping Soviet citizens
and for persuading them to defect, and were even
prepared to use psychotropic preparations which
upset the nervous system.
One of the more blatant items of disinformation
directed against the Olympics was reported by TASS
on June 28, 1984. This TASS report is reprinted below:
The Israeli intelligence service Mosad, which specialized in
political assassinations and maintains close ties with the US
Central Intelligence Agency, has taken under its direct control
at the request of US special services the so-called security
department of the Los Angeles Olympics and is preparing to
use it for staging all kinds of provocations and for mass spying
on unreliable elements. This follows from the results of the
study of the situation in the host city of the 1984 Olympics
carried out by a group of journalists on the assignment of the
Japanese publishing company Shueisha. According to the
data obtained, a high-ranking official of Mosad has taken
over the special Department for AntiTerroristic Struggle
under the organizing committee of the Olympics with the
blessing of the FBI and the US police. The Department is
manned with professionals from the Israeli intelligence service
and with so-called private agents. It is feared that under the
pretext of combating terrorism, the security department can
stage repressions against the unreliable elements on the eve
of the Olympics. These include, in the first place, activists of
progressive public organizations and fighters against racial
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discrimination an the oppression of the national minorities in
the United State by shifting on to the Mosad men the major
part of the functions connected with the carrying out of these
dubious operations. Washington obviously tries to shirk
responsibility for possible provocations or terroristic actions
during the 1984 Olympics.
The report of journalists stresses that the system of total spying
on the population unprecedented in the history of the United
States is now in effect in Los Angeles. It practically reduces to
naught the right to private life and other basic civil freedoms
of Americans. This spying is of clearly political nature and
has nothing to do with ensuring true security in Los Angeles
where dozens of murders and bandit attacks take place every
day. The report stresses that residents of the host city of the
1984 Olympics have actually been turned into to hostages of
the Reagan administration and special services which are trying
to use international sports competitions for furthering their
sinister aims.

The above account, although not widely publicized
in the United States, was wired to TASS offices around
the world.

Soviet Media: Alleged US Political
Prisoner
On July 5, 1984, a correspondent for Novosti,
Vladimir A. Simonov, interviewed Leonard Peltier at
the US Medical Center for Federal Prisoners in
Springfield, Missouri. Peltier was convicted of the
1975 shooting deaths of two FBI agents on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota and
currently is serving two life sentences. The Soviets
singled out Peltier, a leader of the American Indian
Movement (AIM), as a US political prisoner and
victim of American injustice.
After Peltier staged a protest fast that became
public in June 1984, the Soviet press printed several
stories charging that he was starving himself to protest
human rights violations and alleged lack of freedom
to practice his American Indian religious rites. In July,
Simonov interviewed Peltier for about 50 minutes and
held a short press conference to tell local reporters
t h a t P e l t i e r a p p e a r e d t o b e s u ff e r i n g f r o m t h e
aftereffects of his fast. Simonov said of Peltier s
condition: He is weak and extremely depressed.
However, Medical Center spokesman Paul Taylor said
Peltier had been eating regularly since his arrival and
was not being treated for any medical or health
problems.
This sudden interest in Peltier was almost certainly
a carefully organized attempt by the Soviet Union to
divert attention from the treatment of Andrei Sakharov,
the well-known Soviet dissident. At the time, Sakharov
reportedly was on a hunger strike in protest of the
unwillingness of Soviet officials to allow his wife,
Yelena Bonner, to leave the USSR to seek medical
treatment. To counter the US scientists and others who
sent letters to Moscow protesting the Sakharovs treatment,
a number of noted Soviet scientists sent letters to

Washington protesting Peltiers condition. There appears
to be a concerted effort by the Soviet Government to convey
the impression to its own citizens and to the world that
Peltier is a political prisoner.

Soviet Efforts To Influence Peace
and Disarmament Movements
The Soviet Union continues to devote manpower
and resources in overt and covert attempts to influence
US peace and disarmament movements. The KGB has
covertly requested its contacts in the peace and nuclear
disarmament movements to continue to report on
meetings, participate in upcoming conferences, and
obtain information on individuals who are active
within the movement. Several KGB officers currently
assigned to the United States have been in regular
contact with the leaders of Soviet-controlled
organizations such as the CPUSA, the US Peace
Council, and the National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship. In addition, the KGB is particularly
interested in information concerning the US peace
movements plans for conferences or demonstrations,
its organizations and leaders, and its relations with
European antiwar groups.

Communist Party of the USA
The CPUSA has historically been one of the most
loyal, pro-Soviet communist parties in the world and
continues to receive substantial financial support
from the Soviet Union. Although relatively small and
politically weak, the CPUSA continues systematically
to promote Soviet views on arms control proposals
and the peace movement through its overt
publications and party operations, and through a
network of front organizations in the United States.
Since the late 1970s, the ID has provided direction
to international front organizations, the CPUSA, and
CPUSA front organizations concerning the issues of
arms control and disarmament. The Soviets have
urged these organizations to mount campaigns against
the neutron bomb, NATO theater nuclear force
modernization, administration defense policies, and
more recently the SDI. The CPUSA has sponsored
and participated in demonstrations and rallies, formed
c o a l i t i o n s w i t h o t h e r p e a c e o rg a n i z a t i o n s a n d
sponsored seminars and workshops to promote Soviet
views and to influence the US peace movement.
Henry Winston, national chairman of the CP
traveled to Moscow in early 1984 to meet with the
Peace Commission of the USSR. This commission
has contact with various peace activists and groups

in the United States.
The CPUSA has directed its major front
organizations to support Soviet arms control and
disarmament initiatives. The FBI has determined that
there are several groups in which CPUSA members
have leadership roles or take an active part. Some of
these groups are spinoffs from traditional CPUSA
fronts, and some deal with arms control and peace.
These organizations are often more effective than the
CPUSA in reaching and forming coalitions with other
organizations because they are not always easily
identified as CPUSA-controlled or pro-Soviet
organizations.
The CPUSA and its front organizations were
involved in organizing a coalition of more than 80
organizations which sponsored a series of mass
demonstrations on April 20, 1985. These
demonstrations were part of a carefully planned 4-day
protest called the April Actions for Peace, Jobs and
Justice that was held April 19-22, 1985. Also included
as sponsors were a large number of noncommunist
groups from the following areas: peace, antinuclear,
civil rights, labor, religious, environmental, veteran,
and minority groups,
The April Actions group organized individuals in
Washington, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle,
Denver, Tucson, and Miami to oppose US foreign and
domestic policies. Specifically, they joined together
to oppose US intervention in Central America,
domestic budget cuts, apartheid in South Africa, and
the nuclear arms buildup.

National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship
The NCASF, originally formed in 1943 by the
CPUSA, currently consists of approximately 24 active
US chapters. Future plans call for at least one chapter
in each of the 50 states. The NCASF claims to be an
independent and impartial organization that depends
entirely on legitimate contributions for financial
support. In actuality, the Soviet Union, through the
CPUSA, provides funding for NCASF operations.
Publicly, the NCASF continues to state that its
purpose is to promote friendship and understanding
between Soviets and Americans through cultural and
educational programs as well as travel exchange
programs. In practice, however, the NCASF works to
advance the foreign policy and propaganda objectives
of the USSR. The NCASF operates as a CPUSA front
group which provides the Soviets with an excellent
conduit to promote the active measures campaigns,
meet with US persons of influence, spot and assess
US persons for recruitment operations, and influence
certain groups of activists in the US peace movement.
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The NCASF is used by the Soviets as a bridge to reach
people who would be reluctant to participate in an
openly pro-Soviet disarmament organization.
Soviet direction of the NCASF is channeled
through the Union of Soviet Societies for Friendship
and Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries (SOD),
with ultimate authority resting with the International
Department. Soviet representatives of SOD are in
regular contact with NCASF officials and direct the
NCASF to conduct activities to support Soviet active
measure campaigns.
The NCASF is currently sponsoring more visits
by Soviet groups to the United States. These groups
are generally referred to as Goodwill Tours and are
composed of culturally oriented Soviets traveling
under B-2 tourist visas. Many of these tours have been
peace oriented and illustrate a Soviet attempt to
present themselves as friendly, peace-loving people.
One KGB officer expressed a clear and strong interest
in having more Soviet entertainment groups visit in
order to encourage more contact with larger US
audiences and with persons in the US entertainment
business. The recent increase in local NCASF chapters
in various cities affords these Soviet groups an
expanded geographic range within the United States.
These NCASF local chapters act as sponsors,
handle such logistical requirements as hotel
reservations, and arrange various forums and functions
with a variety of domestic groups. During these visits,
the NCASF is in a position to assist the KGB in
conducting its operations in the United States. The
NCASF provides a mechanism that allows KGB
personnel the freedom to travel to various US cities
where they previously had limited access or to travel
in areas closed to Soviet diplomats assigned in the
United States. The NCASF can also provide
assessments of Americans for possible targeting and
recruitment by the KGB.
A appears that since late 1984 the role of the
NCASF has been expanded with the establishment of
direct links with the Committee of Youth Organizations
(CYO). Soviet officials directed the NCASF to play a
significant role in the 12th World Youth Festival in
Moscow and in the newly formed Soviet-American
Youth Conference (SAYC). This latter organization has
replaced the now-defunct Forum for US-Soviet
Dialogue, which allegedly had not followed the Soviet
line and had tried to run itself independently. The first
SAYC was scheduled to be held in the United States
in August 1986.
NCASF is involved in some areas of the United
States in pairing similar American and Soviet cities in
order to promote peace and friendship between them.
It is through this type of activity that the Soviets
establish ties with the local political arena in various
US cities and also attempt to exploit US citizens and
organizations who have a genuine desire for world
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peace and nuclear disarmament.
Other independent pairing projects, not controlled
by Soviet front organizations, do attempt to gain
support for bilateral nuclear arms control by creating
better understanding between the citizens of both
countries. Soviet authorities find these programs
objectionable because they interfere with the Soviet
Unions own efforts to control the pairing projects in
the United States. The independent pairing projects
also present an interesting logistical problem for the
Soviet Union. It reportedly is increasingly difficult for
the Soviet Government to screen the large amounts of
US mail sent to Soviet citizens and communities.

World Peace Council and US Peace
Council
The WPC is the largest and most active Soviet
international front organization, with affiliates in
approximately 141 countries. It is one of the Soviet
Unions major instruments for political action and
propaganda in the nuclear disarmament movement and
its current campaign is clearly directed at US defense
and arms control policies.
WPC activities in the United States are coordinated
by its affiliate organization, the USPC. Key leadership
positions in the USPC have always been held by
trusted CPUSA members who carefully guide their
organization along Soviet lines.
The USPC, founded in November 1979, has
consistently worked to promote the causes of the WPC
and has regularly espoused the policies of the Soviet
Union. Because the USPC increasingly suffers from
being exposed as a communist front, it has become
less open about its communist affiliations. Early USPC
letterheads openly showed affiliation with the WPC,
yet a 1985 letterhead no longer shows it. By examining
some of the organizations activities, the links between
the USPC, the WPC, and Soviet interests are revealed.
A prime example of pro-Soviet activities carried
out by the USPC on behalf of the CPUSA is its
participation in the organization and direction of a
demonstration on June 12, 1982, coinciding with the
UN Second Special Session on Disarmament. Two
leaders of the USPC and CPUSA were active
participants in the executive meetings that planned the
demonstration. Both representatives actively
campaigned to direct the focus of the demonstration
exclusively against US nuclear weapons systems and
away from Soviet weapons systems.
Additionally, one of the CPUSA officials, in a
speech to a CPUSA conference, linked the peace
activity with support for terrorist and insurgent groups
in South Africa, El Salvador, and the Middle East. He
reaffirmed the inseparability of the struggle for
disarmament and support for the liberation movements

such as the African National Congress of South Africa,
South-West Africa Peoples Organization of Namibia,
F M L N - F D R o f E l S a l v a d o r, a n d t h e P a l e s t i n e
L i b e r a t i o n O r g a n i z a t i o n ;  a n d a ff i r m e d t h a t
anti-interventionism movements gaining great
strength in churches, unions, communities and
campuses represent an inseparable part of the
anti-Reagan all-peoples front.
According to articles in several non-communist
publications, there were substantial internal problems
in the planning committee as a result of the insistence
of USPC/CPUSA representatives that the rally should
focus exclusively on US arms control and disarmament
policies. An article by Ronald Radosh in The New
Republic, January 31, 1983, recounts the USPCs
campaign to tone down the official rally call so that
it was not equally addressed to the United States and
the Soviet Union.
These revelations are consistent with the public
statements of the USPC/CPUSA, which claim a
significant communist impact on the committee
proceedings. In a brochure titled The New Red Scare:
A n O p e n L e t t e r, t h e U S P C d e f e n d s c o m m u n i s t
participation in the peace movement, stating that
communists also bring to the movements in which
they work a sometimes-missing sense of organization,
direction and ideological cohesiveness. This
brochure, which the USPC has distributed to nearly
all major US peace organizations, claims that the
USPC played a key role in the development of the
June 12 demonstrations.
The June 12 committees official declarations
were specifically directed against the United States,
as demonstrated by this statement:
The demonstration addresses all governments which have
developed nuclear arms and which compete in the international
arms race, but its primary focus is on the US Government.
Possessing more nuclear bombs than all other countries
combined and leading the technological, first-strike weapons
race, the US Government is least willing to stop its nuclear
insanity.

The Soviets were satisfied that the USPC/CPUSA
was successful in directing the focus of the rally
against US arms control and defense policies and later
boasted in a propaganda booklet:

... it is a fact, said Pravdas special correspondent A. Vasilyev,
who was in New York City on June 12, that during the seven
hours of the demonstration and rally attended by a million
people on the day I did not see a single anti-Soviet placard. I
asked my acquaintances and friends about it t, and some of
them said that there had been some small groups, maybe one
or two placards in a thousand.
The CPUSA also claimed that the party and the
USPC played a major role at the rally at the United

Nations on June 12. According to a June 1982 CPUSA
memorandum:
The Party was extremely active in working to make the June
12th Demonstration an outstanding success. The Party
contingent itself was historic, with many districts participating
in the distribution of the special edition of the Daily World. The
Party was represented in the National June 12th Coalition (the
committee planning the rally) and some districts were
represented in local coalitions.
But we still have much to do. This is a critical period for the
peace movement.... We cant let the unity and enthusiasm that
brought over a million people to New York City and another
million throughout the country dissipate ....
It is important for us to join with others who are building local
peace councils. The Peace Council plays a special role in the
peace movement. It is the only peace organization which
consistently links the struggle for peace with the struggle
against US military intervention, and it takes principled
positions with respect to anti-Soviet propaganda of the Reagan
administration. Every new peace council which comes into
existence improves the ideological health of the peace
movement.

The close ideological and operational links s
between the WPC and the USPC are enhanced by
overlaps in personnel and use of mutual symbols. For
example, USPC activists regularly serve on the WPC
secretariat based in Helsinki, Finland.
The USPC logo is one that has been used by
European communists for a number of years.. It
consists of a dove of peace and a clenched fist. The
East German communist party used the logo on a 1978
pamphlet titled What Does Peace Have To Do With
Struggle? It indicated that the logo had first been used
by the Finnish Delegation to the 1973 Communist
Youth Festival in East Berlin. The West Germany
affiliate of the international Soviet front, Afro-Asian
Peoples Solidarity Organization, has also used the
logo.
The WPC held a major international conference in
Toronto, Canada, on November 23-25, 1984. The
m e e t i n g w a s c a l l e d a Wo r l d D i a l o g u e f o r t h e
Prevention of Nuclear War for Disarmament and Peace.
It was attended by numerous leaders of national peace
movements from around the world, including a US
Delegation. The USPC coordinated and controlled the
US Delegation by discreetly asking only selected peace
movement leaders, trade unionists, elected officials,
and leaders of other proSoviet front organizations to
attend.
In addition, the USPC lobbies for specific Soviet
arms control proposals and initiatives in its contacts
with US Government officials and activists in the
peace movement. The USPC recently disseminated a
history of Soviet arms control proposals in an effort
to show the USSR as more active than the United
States in promoting arms control and disarmament.
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World Federation of Trade Unions
The WFTU, currently headquartered in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, is a pro-Soviet international trade
union organization that claims a total membership of
206 million. Of this number, 130 million members are
from the Soviet Union, and about 90 percent of the
total membership is from communist-controlled
countries. The WFTU is controlled and directed by
the International Department of the All Union Central
Council of Trade Unions (AUCCTU), which in turn is
d i r e c t e d b y t h e C P S U C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e s
International Department.
Since 1949, when it came under communist
control, the WFTU has been a major Soviet
propaganda arm, its ultimate aim being to set up a
unified, worldwide communist trade union
organization and to support Soviet foreign policy. In
the 1950s, the WFTU was expelled from France and
Austria for its subversive activities.
One of the major priorities of the WFTU and the
CPUSA is to mobilize trade unions in the United States
to join the pro-Soviet peace and disarmament
movements. The Soviets emphasized to US trade
delegates the importance of mobilizing the trade
unions to join the huge peace and disarmament rally
in New York City in June 1982 and, more recently,
the numerous smaller rallies held in various cities
across the nation in April 1985.
US labor unions for the most part do not support
the WFTU. Consequently, many of the activities on
behalf of the WFTU in the United States are conducted
by the CPUSA and its front organizations. CPUSA
national headquarters has tasked its chapters to focus
on the infiltration of labor and trade unions. CPUSA
members have been able to join the locals of such trade
u n i o n s a s t h e U n i t e d A u t o Wo r k e r s , U n i t e d
Steelworkers, and the International Longshoremens
Association.
The WFTU and the CPUSA believe that this is an
ideal time to influence trade unions, because of the
Reagan administrations economic policies and budget
cuts and the unemployment problems in the US
industrial sector. These topics and others are routinely
discussed in such monthly CPUSA sponsored labor
publications as Labor Today and Economic Notes.
At least two issues will receive attention from the
WFTU during the next year. The first issue will deal
with Soviet efforts to denounce and neutralize the SDI
program. The second, closely associated with the first,
will concentrate on Economic Conversion. This
concept, to divert funds from military hardware to
domestic spending, has been utilized in the past by
Soviet-controlled organizations as a means to combat
Western military development, by emphasizing the
tremendous cost of defense programs. The highly
publicized cost of SDI has provided the necessary
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impetus to revive the viability of Economic
Conversion in Soviet active measures operations that
will be directed against SDI and the military budget
program of the Reagan administration.

US-USSR Peoples Peace Treaty
The US-USSR Peoples Peace Treaty is one of the
more recent Soviet efforts to influence US public
opinion in favor of current Soviet foreign policy
priorities and to exert pressure on US Government
officials to effect changes that are favorable to
Moscow. Through the US-USSR Peoples Peace Treaty
Organization, the Soviets hope to enhance their
position in the following active measures campaigns
directed at the United States: opposition to the SDI
program, support for the nuclear freeze concept, the
pledge of no first-use of nuclear weapons, and
influence in the ongoing Geneva arms talks.
The principal control and direction for this
program come from the Soviet Committee for the
Defense of Peace in Moscow, which in turn works
closely with the NCASF and the USPC. Essentially,
the operation is a petition campaign to collect millions
of signatures on a Peoples Peace Treaty addressed
to the President of the United States, the General
Secretary of the CPSU, and the SecretaryGeneral of
the United Nations. The stated aim of this program is
to influence the negotiations in Geneva to speedy and
substantial arms reductions. The campaign will
follow the model of the Stockholm Peace Appeal,
launched in 1950 by the WPC and regarded by the
communists as a considerable success. Organized
decades ago, this Soviet-controlled disarmament
operation sought an absolute ban on atomic weapons
at a time when the Soviet Unions nuclear capability
was limited.
Exerting public pressure on the United States in
such a way as to strengthen the Soviet hand in the
Geneva negotiations appears to be the principal
immediate objective of this project. Playing on the fear
of nuclear war through the use of simplistic formulas
and slogans while presenting Soviet policy in its usual
peace-loving guise is a tried, tested, and sometimes
effective method of achieving this objective.

Soviet Efforts To Control the
International Womens Movement
The Womens International Democratic Federation
(WIDF) is the principal worldwide Soviet front
organization dealing with the womens movement. The
East Berlin-based WIDF claims to have 135 affiliated
organizations in 117 countries. Estimates in 1966
claimed a total membership of more than 200 million;

h o w e v e r, m o s t m e m b e r s a r e f r o m c o m m u n i s t
countries.
W I D F s a v o w e d a i m s a r e t o u n i t e w o m e n
regardless of race, nationality, religion, or political
opinion so that they may win and defend their rights
as citizens, mothers, and workers. Its stated goals are
to establish friendship and solidarity among all women
and to ensure worldwide peace.
In actuality, the WIDF is carefully controlled and
directed by the Soviet Union and its front
organizations. The WIDF has close relations with other
Soviet front organizations, particularly the WPC. The
president of the WIDF, Freda Brown of Australia, and
t h e s e c r e t a r y g e n e r a l o f t h e W I D F, M i r j a m
Vire-Tuominen of Finland, are members of the WPC
Presidential Committee and work closely with that
Soviet front organization.
The Soviet Union launched an intense campaign
to exploit the UN womens conference in Nairobi,
Kenya, in 1985. This campaign was a continuation of
a longstanding attempt to control and manipulate the
womens movement. The Soviets started targeting
these conferences in 1975 when the United Nations
declared the beginning of the UNs Decade for Women
(1976-85) and 1985 as the International Womens Year.
The UN General Assembly accepted the World Plan
of Action adopted at the first UN World Conference
on Women, held in Mexico City in 1975. The plan set
5-year minimum goals for the advancement of women
in such areas as education, employment, and political
participation. The second UN World Conference on
Wo m e n w a s h e l d i n C o p e n h a g e n i n 1 9 8 0 . T h e
international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
in consultative status with the UN Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) helped organize and
participated in the conference.
The third UN conference, officially titled The
Wo r l d C o n f e r e n c e t o R e v i e w a n d A p p r a i s e t h e
Achievement of the UN Decade for Women: Equality,
Development, and Peace, was held July 15-26, 1985,
in Nairobi, Kenya. Only governmental delegates,
representatives of intergovernmental agencies, and
official observers attended the conference. The
conference reviewed and appraised the achievements
of the UN Decade for Women, identified obstacles and
developed strategies for improving the situation of
women, and made recommendations for action to the
UN General Assembly.
There was a parallel meeting for NGOs called
Forum 85, This convention was held July 8-17,
1985, in Nairobi and was officially open to everyone
concerned with the status and condition of women.
Forum 85" used the same themes as the UN
conference: Equality, Development and Peace. The
achievements of the Decade for Women were reviewed,
and strategies were proposed to overcome obstacles
for attaining the goals of the World Plan of Action by
the year 2000.

A wide range of international organizations were
represented at these two events. All the major
international Soviet front organizations and many of
their national and local affiliates were represented at
the forum and the conference. Moscows objectives
were to have representatives from its front groups
introduce issues that clearly indicated that the United
States was the principal threat to world peace and the
main supporter of the apartheid policies of South
Africa. Efforts were also made to show that US
imperialism was the cause of the economic oppression
of women in Third World countries. These Soviet
themes were advanced under the general heading of
the effects of racism and militarism.
The US affiliate of WIDF is known as Women for
Racial and Economic Equality (WREE). This CPUSA
front organization did its part to advance the Soviet
line at the Nairobi conference. WREE was a main
participant in the Womens Coalition for Nairobi
1985" which organized a national seminar on The
E ff e c t s o f R a c i s m a n d M i l i t a r i s m o n Wo m e n s
Equality. This event took place in New York in late
May 1985 and was supported by a number of CPUSA
fronts and independent organizations. The seminar
documented the status of women in the United States,
and plans were made to distribute the document at the
world conference and forum in Nairobi. This document
presented the condition of women in the United States
in such a way as to reflect unfavorably on both the
foreign and the domestic policies of the United States.
For example, they depicted women as suffering from
racism and economic oppression resulting from the
domestic budget cuts and military spending increases
by the Reagan administration. This theme is constantly
repeated in the CPUSAs newspaper The Daily World
and numerous other communist publications.

The Soviet Campaign To Influence
Religious Organizations
It is clear from developments within the past 2
years that the Soviet Union is increasingly interested
in influencing and/or manipulating US churches, and
r e l i g i o u s o rg a n i z a t i o n s a n d t h e i r l e a d e r s . T h i s
campaign represents Soviet appreciation that churches
and religious institutions are an important factor in
the formation of US public opinion. The objective
appears to be to generate a solid block of opposition
against increased US military spending for new
weapons systems, specifically SDI, and to enhance the
peace and nuclear weapons freeze movement.
Previous Soviet efforts were directed more at
limited elements within the Christian community. This
new campaign has targeted the members and leaders
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of a broad range of religious institutions in the United
States. In an effort to neutralize perceived anti-Soviet
feelings, the Soviets have directed increased efforts
against the more conservative religious groups and
leaders in the United States. One example of this new
active measures campaign is the Soviet use of
disinformation about the degree of religious freedom
in the Soviet Union. West European churches are also
targets of this campaign, especially in the Federal
Republic of Germany.

Christian Peace Conference
The CPC is a major Soviet-backed international
front organization that has, since its founding in 1958,
sought to influence opinion within church related
groups on a variety of topics. The CPC has its
headquarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, and always
has been directed by a prominent Soviet or East
European theologian or religious figure.
The current president of the CPC is Bishop Karoly
To t h o f H u n g a r y, w h o i s a l s o a m e m b e r o f t h e
Presidential Committee of the WPC. Bishop Toth is
especially adroit at presenting Soviet policies and
actions in such a way that they will be viewed
favorably by US and other Western church officials,
clergy, and laymen. Toth has many contacts in the US
religious community, and enlarging and developing
those contacts is a principal reason for his visits to
the United States. Toth is known to be an unfailing
and consistent defender of all Soviet actions, though
his methods are less crude than those of most Soviet
propagandists. In international religious circles he has
defended the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, martial
law in Poland, and the shooting down of Korean
Airlines Flight 007.
During the 1970s, the CPC focused on promoting
Soviet interests in the Third World, but in the 1980s it
has focused its attention on disarmament and security
issues. Soviet organizational and financial control
within the CPC is well documented.
The CPC is quick to advance its own theology of
liberation when it discusses communist national
liberation movements in Third World nations. This
theology
recommends
supporting
those
revolutionary movements and demanding that Western
churches rid themselves of their bourgeois values.
Thus, the basic Marxist theories of confrontation
between the proletariat and bourgeoisie appear as part
of the CPC doctrine. In a 1975 publication the CPC
stated:
The churches of these countries must free themselves
of the bourgeois social ties. The churches existing in
Western society need liberation at least as urgently as
the proletarian masses.
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The Sixth All-Christian Assembly convened in
Prague, Czechoslovakia, on July 2-3, 1985, and was
attended by nearly 800 representatives from at least
90 countries, including the United States. These
assemblies have taken place in Prague every 3-7 years:
1961, 1964, 1968, 1971, and 1978. Moscow views
them as an opportunity to influence religious opinion
against Western foreign and defense policies.
During the sixth CPC assembly, the Soviets
attempted to intensify their efforts to unify the peace
movement under their control, enhance the influence
of the Soviet Union within international religious
circles, and align themselves with a significant
segment of the international religious community.

Other Soviet Fronts and the Religious
Movement
Front organizations in the United States are also
b e i n g m o b i l i z e d t o f u r t h e r t h e S o v i e t e ff o r t t o
influence US churches. In April 1984 the executive
director of the NCASF, Reverend Alan Thomson,
issued a three-page memorandum to all NCASF
affiliates titled The Churches in the Struggle for
Disarmament. Thomson urged that coalitions be
formed with the churches to oppose the policies and
actions of the US Government on military, arms
control, and other issues. He pointed out that the
c h u r c h e s a r e t h e l a rg e s t a n d m o s t i n f l u e n t i a l
n o n g o v e r n m e n t a l i n s t i t u t i o n s i n t h i s c o u n t r y.
Thomsons memorandum is directed, in part, at
overcoming the prejudice that exists among NCASF
members against working with religious leaders.
Recently, the WPC and the USPC are actively
participating in the Soviet effort to manipulate the US
religious community. The USPC has begun to develop
a Religious Circles Committee (RCC) to help the
USPC work more effectively among religious oriented
peace activists. To further this goal, the USPC is urging
local chapters to identify members who could help in
the formation of RCC in an interfaith manner.

Efforts To Influence US
Presidential Elections
The CPUSA helped to sponsor a Vote Peace in
84" rally at the Democratic National Convention in
San Francisco on July 16, 1984. According to CPUSA
estimates, the rally was expected to draw as many as
250,000 labor, peace, and human rights demonstrators.
Although the rally was held, the turnout was extremely
small and had little publicity.
The Soviet efforts to influence the US Presidential
election of 1984 included numerous attacks on the
Republican platform and on President Reagan.
Moscow utilized its media network vehemently to

attack the Republican platform as extreme rightist and
pathologically anti-Soviet. Early in 1984, the Soviet
Union initiated a series of active measures operations
directed against the Reagan reelection campaign. Oral
and written disinformation was used extensively to
purvey false or misleading information about the
Reagan campaign.
The FBI publicly denounced a probable Soviet
forgery that surfaced in the United States in January
1984. This forgery, dated 1947, purported that Ronald
Reagan was working in collusion with the FBI and
the House Committee on Un-American Activities
concerning communist infiltration into the Hollywood
film world. The forgery was designed to discredit
President Reagan by raising the issue of
McCarthyism during an election year.
The CPUSA announced in 1984 that nothing was
more important than the defeat of President Reagan.
It used its front organizations and publications to
attempt to convince the US public that the reelection
of President Reagan would be a grave mistake and have
significant political and economic ramifications.

The 12th World Festival of Youth
and Students
T h e Wo r l d F e d e r a t i o n o f D e m o c r a t i c Yo u t h
(WFDY) and the International Union of Students (IUS)
are two Soviet front organizations which have jointly
sponsored a series of 12 World Youth Festivals since
1947. The 12th World Festival of Youth and Students
was held in Moscow from July 27 to August 3, 1985.
Recent estimates indicate that 20,000 delegates from
157 countries took part in the activities, which mixed
politics with sports, entertainment, and international
friendship. The US National Preparatory Committee
(USNPC), which was staffed by high-ranking CPUSA
and NCASF members, sponsored 300 delegates and
250 observers to attend the 1985 festival.
The Soviets used this festival as a political stage
for the USSR to attack President Reagan, US
imperialism, and the US military buildup, and to
tempt to influence world opinion on peace issues and
nuclear disarmament. Such Soviet organizations as
Soviet Friendship Societies, the Committee of Youth
Organizations of the USSR, and the Rodina Society
were directed to commit their resources and personnel
to the festival and the theme of nuclear attempt
disarmament. The Rodina Society, a Moscow-based
organization that develops and maintains cultural
relations with Soviet emigres worldwide, is known to
be dominated by the KGB, which utilizes these cultural
exchanges as a cover for its illicit operation. The
festival brought the Soviets into close contact with
numerous influential political, academic, religious, and

media leaders, as well as thousands of politically active
youths from around the world.
Through CPUSA and the CPUSA front organization
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s i n t h e U S N P C , S o v i e t o ff i c i a l s
carefully screened the Americans who applied to
participate in the World Youth Festival. It is known
that the KGB exploits such events to spot and assess
youth who appear to be sympathetic to communism
or the USSR. The ultimate KGB goal is to recruit
individuals who may eventually acquire sensitive
positions and be able to collect intelligence
information or support Soviet intelligence operations.
In addition, several reports indicated that Soviet
officials did not want disruptions or serious
disagreements to arise during the conference and
therefore carefully screened US applicants to
determine their attitudes toward the USSR.
The International Preparatory Committee (IPC) for
the 12th World Youth Festival announced that the issue
of preventing nuclear war was one of the main themes
of the festival. This action by the IPC furthers the
major Soviet active measures campaigns directed
a g a i n s t t h e S D I r e s e a r c h p r o g r a m a n d N ATO
deployment of intermediate-range nuclear forces in
Europe. Other themes of the festival were the Fortieth
Anniversary of the Defeat of Fascism and the decisive
role of the Soviet Union in defeating Nazi Germany.
The festival also attempted to link the struggle against
apartheid with the antiwar struggle. US Delegation
members were instructed to show that the United States
was the principal cause of both evils and told that they
must bring the people involved in the anti-apartheid
movement into more general opposition to US policy.
The USNPC for the 12th World Youth Festival
determined that the Soviet slogan for the festival, For
Anti-Imperialist Solidarity, Peace and Friendship,
was not suitable for use in the United States because
the obviously biased language might negatively affect
public opinion and endorsements. Thus, the USNPC
decided to use the slogan The Friendship of Young
Generations Can Bring Peace Among Nations.
Festival posters received from the WFDY and the IPC
containing the anti-imperialist slogan were not used
by the USNPC. Other NPCs, such as Portugals, did
the same thing in order to make the festival more
acceptable to noncommunists, from whom support was
sought. The IPC position was that the local NPCs could
formulate their own slogans in keeping with local
political conditions.
The CPUSA and its front groups held many of the
leadership positions in the USNPC and played a major
role in determining who attended the festival as
representatives of the United States. The USNPC
attempted to secure as many endorsements for the
festival as possible from local governments, public
officials, and prominent citizens. USNPC organizers
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also made a special effort to get trade and labor unions
to offer their support.
Most of the 20,000 delegates who attended the 12th
World Youth Festival were well screened by the Soviet
Union and its front organizations prior to their
selection as delegates or observers. Thus, many
delegates were strongly predisposed toward Soviet
policies; this Moscow event reinforced their
preexisting positions on Soviet programs. These
delegates and the Soviet Union therefore view the 12th
World Youth Festival as a huge success.
But to some delegates the 12th World Youth
Festival was only a propaganda show of the Soviet
Union. These delegates were disillusioned over the
lack of genuine debate on such issues as human rights,
Afghanistan, Poland, and the Soviet buildup of nuclear
weapons. In some cases, the Soviet authorities even
c o n f i s c a t e d  o ff e n s i v e  p o l i t i c a l a n d r e l i g i o u s
publications. Because of the strict Soviet domination
and control of the festival events, Moscows political
standing among previously sympathetic youth,
particularly from Western Europe, was damaged.

Soviet Influence in the
United Nations
The Soviet Union is effectively utilizing the United
Nations and its specialized agencies to further Soviet
foreign policy goals and intelligence-gathering
objectives. At UN Headquarters in New York, the
Soviets have intelligence officers under diplomatic
cover not only in the Soviet mission to the United
Nations, but also in the UN Secretariat. Every
individual employed by the UN Secretariat must take
an oath to carry out his/her duties and responsibilities
as an international civil servant of the United
Nations and not accept instruction or guidance from
any government. In actuality, the Soviets assigned to
the UN Secretariat report directly to the Soviet mission
and thus are part of the Soviet bureaucracy which is
controlled by the Soviet Foreign Ministry, the Soviet
intelligence services, and the CPSU Central Committee
in Moscow.
The Soviet intelligence services use their UN staff
assignments to support worldwide intelligence and
active measures operations; monitor and manipulate
UN activities; collect scientific and technical
information of value to the Soviet Union; and spot,
assess, and recruit intelligence sources and agents of
influence.
Soviet active measures in the United Nations have
focused considerable attention on the issues of nuclear
arms control and disarmament. In 1978, the United
Nations proclaimed the week beginning on October
24 as Disarmament Week, a week devoted to fostering
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the objectives of disarmament. Disarmament Week
h a s n o w b e c o m e a n i n t e g r a l p a r t o f t h e Wo r l d
Disarmament Campaign, which was launched from the
Second Special Session on Disarmament in 1982.
Although the stated ideals of the World Disarmament
Campaign are commendable, a variety of
Soviet-sponsored front organizations and agencies are
in a position to exploit these ideals and influence or
manipulate the campaign.
The Soviet Union has effectively exploited the
system of NGOs at the United Nations for active
measures objectives. Although NGO representatives
cannot vote at the United Nations, they may attend
conferences, sessions, and meetings as observers,
submit papers which become part of the official record,
and at times speak at meetings. The NGOs are prime
targets for Soviet penetration and/or control because
of their potential to influence voting members in the
United Nations, worldwide public opinion, and the
internal politics of their own countries.
NGOs may become affiliated with the UN system
in a variety of ways. For example, an NGO may be
g r a n t e d a ff i l i a t i o n b y a c o m m i t t e e w i t h i n t h e
Secretariat and listed with the UN Department of
Public Information at the UN headquarters in New
York. NGOs can be given some form of consultative
status with a particular UN Headquarters in New York
or with a particular UN agency, such as the UN
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) or the Department of Disarmament Affairs.
The form of affiliation that is the most desirable and
carries the highest degree of recognition throughout
the UN system is Category I consultative status with
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
The Conference of Non-Governmental
Organizations (CONGO), which has consultative
s t a t u s w i t h E C O S O C , i s t h e l a rg e s t a n d m o s t
influential nongovernmental institution within the UN
system and is officially recognized as such by the
United Nations, its Secretariat, and various agencies.
It is the spokesman for about 200 international
organizations associated with the United Nations. Most
of these organizations belonging to CONGO are
neutral, nonpolitical groups representing a wide range
of viewpoints. Religious organizations, professional
societies, and public service associations form the bulk
of CONGOs membership. However, the following
major international Soviet fronts are also members:
Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Organization
(AAPSO)
Christian Peace Conference (CPC)
International Association of Democratic Lawyers
(IADL)
International Organization of Journalists (IOJ)

International Union of Students (IUS)
World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY)
World Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW)
World Federation of Teachers Unions (FISE)
World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU)
Womens International Democratic Federation
(WIDF)
World Peace Council (WPC)

CONGOs executive body is called the board. The
20-member CONGO board currently includes five
Soviet front organizations: AAPSO, CPC, IADL,
WIDF, and WFTU. These organizations constitute a
dominant force on the board because they operate and
vote as a coordinated and disciplined bloc.
At the very least, the Soviet fronts on the Board
will be able effectively to influence the planning,
organization, and agendas for a number of important
CONGO meetings and conferences and for NGO
participation in many UN-sponsored events. The major
CONGO conference on the International Year of Peace,
held under CONGO and UN auspices in January 1986,
was only one of many events which the fronts were
able to control through their leadership of CONGO.
The Soviets have considerable control over the
Political Information and News Service (PINS) which
was established by the United Nations to provide
Secretariat staff and member states with summaries
of media reports. Supervision of PINS was assigned
to the office of UN Secretariat, Under Secretary
General Viacheslav Ustinov.
The Soviets have used their influence over PINS
to select and edit press items which are used on a daily
basis by UN members and employees. A review of
PINS articles indicates an anti-US bias and an absence
of unfavorable coverage of the Soviet Union.

An Assessment of Soviet Active
Measures in the US
In the United States, Soviet intelligence officers
actively target and seek to cultivate influential US
citizens, government officials, journalists, and political
activists. Much of this activity is overt in nature,
although Soviet intelligence officers are always alert
for the opportunity to recruit Americans who are in
positions to facilitate or assist Soviet active measures
operations. In addition, Soviet intelligence officers in
the United States are responsible for the collection of
information, documents, and stationery which are used
in disinformation and forgery operations, and for
operations to surface disinformation and forgeries in
this country. The CPSUs ID, with the assistance of

the KGB, directs and clandestinely funds a network
of international Communist front organizations and the
C P U S A a n d i t s f r o n t o rg a n i z a t i o n s . T h e s e
organizations, in turn, are used by the Soviets to
promote Soviet foreign policy views and to spread
Soviet propaganda and disinformation to influence the
US Government.
The Soviet Union relies extensively on the CPUSA
and its front organizations to support Soviet active
measures campaigns in the United States. Front
organizations of the CPUSA tend to be more effective
than the Communist Party because they are not as
easily identified as pro-Soviet or communist
dominated organizations.
One of the major Soviet active measures campaigns
currently underway in the United States and Europe
is the Soviet campaign to undermine the SDI research
program. The Soviets are specifically interested in
exploiting disagreements and creating divisiveness
between the United States and its NATO allies on this
issue. In the United States, the CPUSA and its front
org a n i z a t i o n s h a v e b e e n d i r e c t e d t o u n d e r t a k e
operations to influence the activities of independent
peace organizations. One objective of the Soviet
campaign is to influence US and European peace and
disarmament organizations to focus only on the
American SDI program, while ignoring Soviet
strategic defense programs.
One of the most frequently used Soviet active
m e a s u r e s t e c h n i q u e s i s t h e s u r f a c i n g o f f o rg e d
documents. Although most forged documents surface
overseas, there have been some recent forgeries which
have first appeared in the United States, such as the
forgeries relating to the 1984 Summer Olympic Games
in Los Angeles. Soviet forgeries have been particularly
effective in Europe and Third World countries. The
Soviets believe that even when the US Government
issues prompt denials of the authenticity of a forged
document, the denial will never entirely offset the
damage caused by the initial release.
Soviet active measures in this country do
contribute to worldwide active measures campaigns
against the United States. It is often difficult to judge
t h e e ff e c t i v e n e s s o f s p e c i f i c a c t i v e m e a s u r e s
o p e r a t i o n s . H o w e v e r, t h e S o v i e t s b e l i e v e t h e s e
operations have a cumulative effect and are detrimental
to US foreign policy and national security interests.
Furthermore, the Soviets believe that their active
measures operations in the United States do contribute
to their overall strategy to advance Soviet foreign
policy interests, influence US Government policies,
and in general discredit the United States.
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Chapter IV

Soviet Front Organizations

Traditionally, the term front has referred to an
umbrella organization that unites a variety of groups.
S i n c e Wo r l d Wa r II, t h e t e r m h a s b e e n u s e d
increasingly to refer also to organizations which are
not independent, but are controlled directly or
indirectly by the Soviet Union. Both definitions apply
in this paper. Soviet control of front groups is
ordinarily concealed; for example, Soviet citizens
rarely occupy the positions of president or secretary
general, and Soviet affiliates claim merely to be equals
of those from other countries. Soviet fronts unite
d i ff e r e n t g r o u p s i n s u p p o r t o f U S S R p o l i c i e s :
communists, socialists, liberation movement
members, and any others who will cooperate. Table A
(page 36) lists the major Soviet front organizations,
where they are headquartered, their size, and when
they were founded.
Many of the current Soviet international fronts had
less effective counterparts in the interwar period. The
Comintern ran the pre-World War II fronts from a
m u l t i n a t i o n a l b u r e a u c r a c y i n M o s c o w, t i g h t l y
controlled by the CPSU.
The CPSUs International Department directs all
front activity through the appropriate Soviet national
affiliate of that particular front. A Soviet representative
on the secretariat at the headquarters of the
international front usually is the general manager of
the organization and takes direct orders from Moscow.
If there is no Soviet secretary, the senior Soviet
vice-president performs this function. In addition to
Soviet administrative input, funding is used to help
maintain control. However, the Soviets pay only for
the activity they want undertaken.
Additional coordination between fronts is
required to ensure that they have unified positions
in support of Soviet policies. To this end, each of
the major fronts and some of the minor ones are
represented on the World Peace Council-the largest
and most important Soviet international front.
In addition to the interfront coordination provided
by the WPC, there are periodic meetings involving
most major fronts and some minor ones. Recently,
such meetings have been stepped up from once to
twice a year. Other types of joint activities are often
undertaken; e.g., two worldwide fronts may sponsor
a meeting, or a worldwide front may host a meeting
in conjunction with its regional affiliate and a

national affiliate.
Soviet control and coordination of front
organizations are most evident when the fronts respond
with either silence or outright support to such events
as the invasions of Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
Afghanistan. On rare occasions when fronts do not toe
the line, there are significant repercussions. Some of
the top leaders of the World Federation of Trade
Unions, the Christian Peace Conference, and the
International Union of Students-all based in
Prague-opposed the Czech invasion of 1968, which
resulted in purges in these organizations.
Some post-World War II international fronts
attracted noncommunist members owing to wartime
Allied cooperation. Since that time, however, a number
of contentious issues have led to a decline in
international support for the fronts. As the Cold War
developed, pro-Western elements, unable or unwilling
to combat Soviet domination, withdrew from many
fronts during 1948-50. Following Titos break with the
Cominform in 1948, Yugoslav affiliates were expelled
from such organizations. Since the mid-1960s and the
Sino-Soviet dispute, the Chinese and Albanians have
boycotted the Soviet international fronts, although
they have remained members of most of these
organizations. Finally, after some West European
communist parties developed policies independent of
the Soviet Union, the French gave up the secretary
generalship of the World Federation of Trade Unions
and the World Federation of Democratic Youth, while
the Italians gave up the presidency of the WFDY and
withdrew from the WFTU altogether.
With such a history and image, the fronts have
found it difficult to attract noncommunist supporters.
To expand their constituency, Soviet policymakers
developed fronts-of-fronts, usually by setting up
new organizations. Most of the new fronts-of-fronts
are regional extensions of existing worldwide Soviet
fronts, new occupational groups established as part of
the peace movement, or groups set up to pursue some
other worthy cause. The regional groups, mostly
e s t a b l i s h e d i n t h e T h i r d Wo r l d , u s u a l l y h a v e
o v e r l a p p i n g m e m b e r s h i p w i t h t h e o l d e r, m o r e
traditional fronts. Most of these new fronts-of-fronts
do not have a Soviet directly in the secretariat or
administrative offices of the organization, and many
do not have Soviet membership.
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Table A: Major International Communist Front Organizations, 1985

Front
Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Organization (AAPSO)
Asian Buddhist Conference for Peace
Christian Peace Conference (CPC)
International Association of DemocraticLawyers (IADL)
International Organization of Journalists (IOJ)
International Union of Students (IUS)
Organization of Solidarity of the Peoples ofAfrica, Asia,
and Latin America (OSPAAL)
Womens International Democratic Federation (WIDF)
World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY)
World Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW)
World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU)
World Peace Council (WPC)

Year
founded

Headquarters

Claimed
Membership

Affiliates Countries

1957
1970
1958
1946
1946
1946

Cairo
Ulanbaatar
Prague
Brussels
Prague
Prague

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
25,000
180,000
10 million

87
15
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
120

Unknown
12
ca.80
ca.80
120 plus
112

1966
1945
1945
1946
1945
1950

Havana
East Berlin
Budapest
London
Prague
Helsinki

Unknown
2 million
150 million
500,000
206 million
Unknown

Unknown
135
ca.270
ca.40
92
Unknown

Unknown
117
123
70 plus
81
142 plus

World Peace Council (WPC).
The WPC is the preeminent Soviet international
c o m m u n i s t f r o n t o rg a n i z a t i o n . A l t h o u g h n o
membership figures are published for the WPC, it is
the largest front organization in the world. It is unique
in that other fronts have slots on the WPC Council
and Presidential Committee. It has avoided some of
the early defections that plagued other major front
organizations, but has twice been forced to move its
headquarters because of subversive activities-from
Paris in 1951 and from Vienna in 1957. Its research
arm, the International Institute for Peace, remains in
Vienna.
The WPC Council is theoretically the
organizations top policyrnaking body and consists of
some 1,500 members appointed by its constituent
national affiliates, other international fronts, and all
members of the Presidential Committee. The Council
meets every 3 years and elects the president, vice
presidents (50), secretary general, and members of the
Presidential Committee. The latter consists of about
250 members, meets once a year, elects members of
the WPC Secretariat, and identifies countries to be
given slots on the WPC Bureau.
In 1983, the WPC Bureau had 54 members
including the president, vice-presidents, secretary
general, and representatives from selected countries,
but at least 11 vice-presidents and a secretary general
were added in 1986 when the bureau was designated
the WPCs main executive body. It meets as often as
necessary, but has an approximately 20member
secretariat employed fulltime at its Helsinki
headquarters.
At the April 1986 meeting of the WPC, Soviet
Peace Committee president Yuriy Zhukov led a
successful move to reestablish the post of secretary
general and appoint Finnish communist Johannes
Pakaslahti to the position. Zhukov also proposed the
expansion of the secretariat to include more West
Europeans, and this appears to have been adopted.
Also by April, former Soviet Peace Committee
first vice-president Oleg Kharkhardin replaced the
relatively low-ranking Tair Tairov as the principal
Soviet member and the day-to-day manager of the
WPC Secretariat. These moves indicate that the
Soviets are exercising tighter control over WPC
president Romesh Chandra, a Politburo-level member
of Indias Communist Party, and that East-West issues
may be given precedence over those concerning the
Third World.
The WPC is registered with several UN bodies as
an NGO. In 1981, it failed to attain the highest
category of NGO recognized by ECOSOC, although
other Soviet fronts have achieved that premier level.

It failed owing to British and US initiatives which
disputed the WPC contention that it received no
governmental funding, criticized its policies for being
onesided, and noted that it often espoused policies
diametrically opposed to the UN.
The WPC enhances its role as the executor of
Soviet front group activity through complex ties to
the other front organizations described below. In
addition, it directs or coordinates activities of other
groups, not necessarily recognized as direct Soviet
front organizations, that consistently support Soviet
positions on geopolitical issues. Examples of these
groups and the degree of interinvolvement include:
 International Liaison Forum of Peace
Forces (ILFPF)
The ILFPF was founded in 1973 with WPC
president Chandra as its president, and current
Soviet WPC secretary Oleg Kharkhardin as its
executive secretary. ILFPF members have been
active in WPC triennial peace congresses.
Chandra, Polish communist leader Tomas
Tr a v n i c e k , a n d E d i t h B a l l a n t y n e , I L F P F
vice-president and secretary general of the
Womens International League for Peace and
Freedom, were cochairpersons of the 1983
W P C Wo r l d P e a c e C o n g r e s s i n P r a g u e .
Hermod Lannung, ILFPF vice-president and
chairman of the World Federation of World
Federalists, was the organizer of the 1986 WPC
World Peace Congress in Copenhagen. The
ILFPF is considered a front for the WPC.
 International Committee for European
Security and Cooperation (ICSCE)
ICSCEs president, Rev. Canon Raymond
Goor, has long been a WPC observer. One
of the ICSCE secretaries is Yevgeniy Silin, a
Soviet. Vitaliy Shaposhnikov, deputy CPSU ID
chief and one of three Soviets serving on the
WPC Presidential Committee, also plays a
significant role in the ICSCE. The ICSCE is
considered a regional affiliate of the WPC.
 Generals for Peace and Disarmament
(GPD)
A London-based organization of ex-NATO
commanders of flag rank; at least four of the
13 GPD members are double-slated on the
WPC. One of these, Portugals Francisco da
Costa Gomes, is a WPC vice-president. The
GPD is considered a WPC front.
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World Federation of Trade Unions
(WFTU)
The WFTU has evolved into one of the Soviet
Unions most significant front organizations, owing
in part to the importance Moscow places on trade
unions. It is one of only two fronts having a WPC
vice-presidency.
The WFTU, like the WPC, was forced twice to
move its headquarters from Western capitals because
of subversive activities, before finally settling in
Prague. It initially lost membership with the onset of
the Cold War when socialist-oriented trade unions
withdrew to form the International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions (ICFTU). It again lost credibility
in 1978 with the withdrawal of Italys Eurocommunist
trade union federation. The WFTU has recouped some
of its losses by forging close links with regional trade
union confederations in the Third World.
The WFTU has organized a large bureaucracy
along geographic and functional lines. It has a congress
which meets every four years; the next meeting is
scheduled for East Berlin in September 1986. The
WFTU General Council meets annually and has a full
and an alternate member from each of its 90 affiliates
representing 81 countries and trade union
internationals (TUls). The WFTU Bureau consists of
the president (Hungarian Communist Politburo
member Sandor Gaspar), six vicepresidents, a
secretary general (Sudanese Communist central
committeeman Ibrahim Zakhariya), and a full and an
alternate member from each of 34 selected national
affiliates and TUls.
In theory, control flows from congress to council
to bureau to president and secretary general, but in
practice it seems to emanate from Boris Averyanov,
its Soviet secretary seated in Prague. Averyanov
represents the All-Union Central Council of Trade
Unions (AUCCTU), whose International Department
he formerly headed, and which appears to be the top
of the actual WFTU chain of command.
The WFTU directs 11 TUIs which function as
subsidiaries. This is significantly different from the
WPC, which acknowledges only one subsidiary, the
International Institute for Peace. Each TUI appears to
have a Soviet secretary and is a constituent part of the
WFTU. They are organized according to industry, with
headquarters mostly in Soviet bloc capitals (the
exception is Helsinki).
The WFTU is attempting to gain influence
throughout the Third World. It cooperates closely with
the Permanent Congress of Trade Union Unity of Latin
America (CPUSTAL), headquartered in Mexico City;
the International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions
(ICATU), Damascus; the Organization of African
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Trade Union Unity (OATUU), Accra; and the Asian
and Oceanic Trade Union Coordinating Committee
(AOTUCC), New Delhi.
Each of the above groups has a core of WFTU
national affiliates, but also has been able to en enlist
non-NFTU unions. CPUSTAL and AOTUCC are small
and communist-oriented. CPUSTAL has a slot on the
WPC proper, and the new AOTUCC secretary was
formerly WFTUs Asian secretary. The ICATU, and
OATUU are the trade union organs of the Arab League
and Organization of African Unity, respectively, and
are the sole labor federations in their regions. Each
has a slot on the WPC Presidential Committee.
The WFTU General Council session held in
Moscow last year provided insights into WFTU
subsidiary organizations and fronts. The TUIs, the four
federations noted above, and other communist
international labor organizations attended, including
the International Trade Union Committee for Peace
and Disarmament (the Dublin Committee) and the
International Organization of Miners.

The Womens International
Democratic Federation (WIDF)
The WIDF theoretically ranks third in importance
among the Soviet front organizations. It is the only
front other than the WFTU to have a WPC
vice-presidency, although it has not been as visibly
active as its size and WPC position would seem to
warrant. It did not suffer from early defections in the
post-World War II era because it did not have any
major noncommunist affiliates. It lost membership,
however, during the Eurocommunism upheaval in the
1960s when its Italian affiliate withdrew from full
m e m b e r s h i p i n 1 9 6 4 , a n d i t s F r e n c h a ff i l i a t e
relinquished its leadership slot in 1969.
The WIDF governing body is its world congress
which meets every 3 to 6 years and was scheduled in
Moscow in June 1987. The WIDF Council, elected by
the world congress, is supposed to meet annually. It,
in turn, elects a bureau and fulltime secretariat. WIDF
president Freda Brown (Australia)-al so a WPC
vice-president-and secretary general Mirjam Vire
Tuommen (Finland) are both communists. The Soviet
s e c r e t a r y, l a s t r e p o r t e d t o b e Va l e r i a K a l m y k ,
representing the Soviet Womens Committee, is
assumed to be the general manager of the front.
The WIDF, like WFTU, has de facto regional
affiliates in Africa, the Arab world, and Latin America:
the All-African Womens Organization (AAWO),
Algiers; the Arab Womens Federation (AWF), Cairo;
and the Womens Continental Front (FCM), Managua.
AAWO has a slot on the WPC Presidential Committee.
The FCMs first coordinator (the late Doris Tijerino)

also served on that body, but represented Nicaragua
rather than the FCM.

The World Federation of
Democratic Youth (WFDY)
The WFDY is a Soviet international front
organization which has attempted to attract the support
of students and Young people. Although it has no WPC
vice-president, it is one of only three organizations
which have two regular members on the WPC
Presidential Committee.
The WFDY history and structure are similar to
those of other major Soviet fronts. The anticommunists
who left the organization in 1950 did not provide any
serious competition.
Theoretically, the WFDY is governed by an
assembly which meets every two to four years and is
scheduled to meet again in Budapest in November
1986. The assembly elects an executive committee
which is supposed to meet semiannually. Only 67 of
the 270 affiliates are represented on the executive
committee. A smaller bureau, which meets when
required, apparently includes the fulltime secretariat
members as well as the president, vice-presidents (10),
secretary general, treasurer, and some 13 selected
additional country representatives.
The WFDY is unusual in that it does not have a
Soviet secretary. It is assumed that the Soviet vice
president gives on-the-spot guidance when needed.
I n 1 9 8 0 , Ve s v o l o d N a k o d k i n , r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e
K o m s o m o l a n d / o r t h e C o m m i t t e e o n Yo u t h
Organizations (KMO), was the Soviet vice-president.
The WFDY has been successful in attracting
communist and socialist national organizations as
affiliates from at least nine countries, primarily from
the Third World. The organization also cooperates
o c c a s i o n a l l y w i t h t h e S o c i a l i s t I n t e r n a t i o n a l s
International Union of Socialist Youth.
The WFDY has three subsidiary organizations:
the I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o m m i t t e e o f C h i l d r e n s a n d
Adolescents Movements (CIMEA), the International
Bureau of Tourism and Exchanges of Youth (BITEJ),
and the International Voluntary Service for Friendship
and Solidarity (SIVSAJ). It appears to have de facto
regional affiliates in the Arab Youth Union, Cairo, and
the Pan African Youth Movement, Algiers. Other
organizations with which the WFDY has cooperated
include: the Council of European National Youth
Committees, the Ecumenical Youth Council of Europe,
the Nordic Youth Center, and the International Union
of Socialist Youth.
With its student counterpart, the International
union union of Students, the WFDY cosponsors World

Youth Festivals. These festivals are held every few
years and attract an average attendance of
1 0 , 0 0 0 - 3 4 , 0 0 0 p e o p l e . T h e y a r e t h e l a rg e s t
international front meetings held under unofficial
Soviet auspices.

International Union of Students
(IUS)
When the president of the IUS criticized the 1968
USSR invasion of Czechoslovakia, both he and the
organizations secretary general, Nuri Abd-al-Razzaq
Husayn (Iraq), were replaced. Husayn, however,
reemerged as the secretary general of the Afro-Asian
Peoples Solidarity Organization.
The highest IUS body is its congress, which meets
every two to four years, and last met in April 1984 in
Sofia. The congress elects the executive committee,
which contains representatives of 53 of the
organizations 112 affiliates.
The secretariat includes the president, 13 vice
presidents, the secretary general, 12 secretaries, and
the treasurer. As with the WFDY, there is no Soviet
secretary and it appears to be the Soviet vice president
who manages the organization. Although the
secretariat is normally a fulltime working body, it is
not known if its non-secretary members live in Prague.
The current president is Josef Skala of Czechoslovakia,
the secretary general is Georgio Michaelides of
Cyprus, and the Soviet vice-president is Serg e y
Chelnikov, representing the Student Council of the
USSR.
The IUS cooperates most closely with the WFDY,
with which it cosponsors world youth festivals and
other events. Its president sits on the WPC Presidential
Committee and it has de facto regional affiliates in
Latin America, the Arab world, and Africa: the Latin
A m e r i c a n C o n t i n e n t a l St u d e n t s O r g a n i z a t i o n
(OCLAE), Havana; the General Union of Arab
Students (GUAS), Damascus; and the All Africa
Students Union (AASU), Accra. The OCLAE has a slot
on the WPC Presidential Committee filled by its Cuban
secretary general, Angel Arzuaga Reyes, and the
AASU has a slot on the WPC itself. The IUS is
believed to also be connected to the International
Federation of Medical Students Associations, which
sent representatives to the WPCs June 1983 Prague
Assembly.

Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity
Organization (AAPSO)
AAPSO was founded in 1957 as an extension of
the WPC. Its focus has been on liberation
movements and other specific Afro-Asian matters.
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It has two regular slots on the WPC Presidential
Committee, and at least three of its vice
presidents-South Africas Alfred Nzo, Iraqs Aziz
Sharif, and the Congos Vital Balla-are also vice
presidents of the WPC. Many AAPSO national
affiliates are concurrently their nations WPC affiliate
(e.g., in Afghanistan, Bahrain, the Congo, Ethiopia,
Ghana, India, Jordan, Libya, Malta, the Philippines,
and the Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen).
AAPSO and the WPC jointly run an International
Committee Against Apartheid, Racism, and
Colonialism in Southern Africa (ICSA).
Despite the definitive linkages, AAPSO has been
more successful than most groups in avoiding the
image of being a Soviet front. In large part this is due
t o E g y p t s r o l e i n t h e o rg a n i z a t i o n . A A P S O
headquarters have always been in Cairo and its
president-currently Abd-al-Rahman Sharqawi-is
always appointed by the Egyptian Government.
Egypts break with the Soviets, illustrated by the
expulsion of Soviet advisory personnel in 1972 and
President Sadats renunciation of the Soviet Friendship
Treaty in 1976, was a setback and made Soviet control
more obvious. No meeting of AAPSOs highest body,
its conference, took place between January 1972 and
May 1984 even though it had met every 2 or 3 years
previously.
Following the 1978 assassination of Ali Sabri,
AAPSOs Egyptian president/secretary general, the
two jobs were separated. Nuri Abd-al-Razzaq Husayn,
an Iraqi, became secretary general and remains so
today. The organization has consistently followed the
Soviet line and has diverged from that ofEgypt
The AAPSO Council is subordinate to the AAPSO
Conference and contains representatives from some 70
national affiliates (approximately 15 additional
European and American associate members
presumably have a voice but do not vote). It has met
irregularly. The council elects an executive committee
which meets twice a year. A presidium-which in 1984
included the president, vice-presidents (21), the
secretary general, and representatives from 26
additional countries-has met on the average of about
once a year since it was established in 1974. In 1985,
the permanent secretariat in Cairo consisted of the
secretary general, four deputy secretaries general, at
least 10 secretaries, and a support staff.
Other organizations have close ties to AAPSO. The
Afro-Asian Writers Association (AAWA), an NGO
which attended the 1983 Prague WPC Congress,
appears to be an AAPSO subsidiary. The Havana-based
Organization of Solidarity With the Peoples of Africa,
Asia, and Latin America (OSPAAL) originally was set
up in 1966 to replace the AAPSO; but the Sino-Soviet
dispute interfered, and OSPAAL has remained more
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or less a relatively inactive regional extension of
AAPSO in Latin America.
An OSPAAL delegations coordination meeting
with the AAPSO leadership in October 1983 and
OSPAALs apparent hosting of a meeting of the major
fronts in October 1985 may presage an increase in its
activity. Secretary General Rene Anillo Capote (Cuba)
r e p r e s e n t s O S PA A L o n t h e W P C P r e s i d e n t i a l
Committee; the late secretary general of the AAWA,
Alex La Guma (South Africa), was a WPC member.
Another related regional organization is the Libyan
dominated Arab Peoples Congress, headquartered in
Tripoli, but also having a slot on the WPC Presidential
Committee.

The Christian Peace
Conference (CPQ)
The CPC is a Soviet front organization aimed at
enlisting support of the world Christian community.
It has significant ties to the WPC. CPC president
Karoly Toth sits on the WPC Presidential Committee,
and CPC vice-president Richard Andriamanjato is a
WPC vice-president representing Madagascar.
The All-Christian Peace Assembly meets every five
to seven years, the last meeting being in July 1985. It
elects a continuation committee of about 100 members
which has met about every 18 months. It is apparently
responsible for electing both a working committee of
about 50, meeting twice a year, and a separate
international secretariat of about 25 members, meeting
three times a year.
The president, continuation committee chairman,
secretary general, and vice-presidents constitute the
presidential board, which is part of the working
committee but not (except for the secretary general)
of the international secretariat. There is a permanent
office staff, and the newly elected Soviet deputy
secretary general, Archpriest Georgiy Goncharov,
representing the Russian Orthodox Church, is assumed
to be the general manager. Other top officers include
president Toth, continuation committee chairman
Filaret of the USSR, and secretary general Lubomir
Mirejovsky of Czechoslovakia.
The CPC is unique in that its regional affiliates
are organic parts of the organization itself and may
thus be considered subsidiary organizations: African
CPC, Dar-es-Salaam; Asian CPC, Bangalore; and CPC
in Latin America and the Caribbean, Havana. The CPC
does not represent European Catholics , who are under
the Berlin Conference of European Catholics, East
Berlin.

International Organization of
Journalists (IOJ)
The IOJ was another front formed in the immediate
p o s t w a r e r a w h o s e p r o - We s t e r n e l e m e n t s s o o n
withdrew when Soviet domination became evident. In
addition to its normal front activities, it sponsors
t r a i n i n g c e n t e r s f o r T h i r d Wo r l d j o u r n a l i s t s i n
Budapest (for radio and TV), East Berlin (for
newspapers and magazines), Sofia (agriculture and
economics specialty), Prague (newscasting specialty),
and Havana (presumed regional center).
The IOJ congress, scheduled to meet every four
years (in Sofia in October 1986), elects an executive
committee and a presidium. It is not known which body
elects the fulltime secretariat. Chief officers are
president Kaarle Nordenstreng, Finland, and secretary
general Juri Kubka, Czechoslovakia; Boris Sakharov
is the Soviet secretary representing the USSR Union
of Journalists.
The IOJs secretary general sits on the WPC
Presidential Committee, and its Latin American de
facto regional affiliate, the Federation of Latin
American Journalists (FELAP), Havana, has a slot on
the WPC proper. The IOJ also cooperates with the
Union of African Journalists and Federation of Arab
Journalists (FAJ), presumed de facto regional affiliates
in those respective areas. FE LAP secretary general
Luis Suarez Lopez, Mexico, is an IOJ vice president,
as is FAJ chairman Saad Qasim Hammudi, Iraq.
The International Federation of Social and
Democratic Press and the Prague-headquartered
International Radio and TV Organization also sent
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s t o t h e P r a g u e J u n e 1983 WPC
meeting. Little is known of the former, but the latter,
w h i c h h a s f u l l m e m b e r s i n o n l y f o u r o ff i c i a l l y
noncommunist countries (the near-communist
Nicaragua, Kampuchea, and Afghanistan plus
Finland), takes part in the collective meetings of the
major fronts.

International Association of
Democratic Lawyers (IADL)
The IADL is a Soviet front organization aimed at
the world legal and legislative communities. The IADL
and the World Federation of Scientific Workers are the
only major fronts not represented directly on the WPC
Presidential Committee. The IADL, however, has a slot
on the WPC itself, and first vice-president Gerhard
St u b y, F e d e r a l R e p u b l i c o f G e r m a n y, a n d v i c e
president Jean Salmon, Belgium represent their
respective countries at the WPC.
IADL congresses have met irregularly every two
six years (last in Athens in October 1984). IADL has

a council, a smaller bureau elected by the congress,
and a fulltime secretariat. The main officers are
president Joe Nordmann, France; first vice-president
(and former secretary general) Gerhard Stuby, FRG;
and Secretary General Amar Bentoumi, Algeria.
Semyon Ivanov represents the Association of Soviet
Jurists on the Secretariat.
The IADL has a joint working group with the
WFTU Legal Commission. It also cooperates with the
IOJ on an International Committee for the Defense of
Journalist Rights.
The IADL has a number of subsidiary
organizations, mostly de facto regional affiliates,
which support Soviet propaganda themes. The
AntiImperialist Tribunal of Our America (TANA),
Managua, has a seat on the WPC Presidential
Committee-currently occupied by TANA president
Guillermo Torriello Garrido, Guatemala. The IADL
vice-presidents from Colombia and Cuba sit on the
TANA executive committee.
The secretary general of the Arab Lawyers Union
(ALU), Cairo, is Zuhayr-al-Midani, Syria, another
IADL vice-president. The ALU formerly had a seat
on the WPC Presidential Committee. The International
Committee of Inquiry Into Israeli Crimes Against
Palestinian and Lebanese Peoples, the International
Commission on Inquiries Into the Crimes of the
Military Junta in Chile, and the International
F e d e r a t i o n o f Wo m e n i n L e g a l C a r e e r s w e r e
represented at the WPCs June 1983 Assembly and
are believed to be connected to the IADL.
In other activities, the IADL has issued frequent
statements condemning noncommunist governments
for alleged cases against civil rights. It takes only an
anti-US stand on disarmament issues, has supported
the Afghanistan Government and the Sandinistas, and
has condemned Israels involvement in Lebanon.

World Federation of Scientific
Workers (WFSW)
The WFSW is a Soviet front organization in the
scientific area which frequently undertakes genuine
scientific related projects to attract noncommunist
membership and support. It has permanent standing
committees on science policy, disarmament, and
socioeconomics. The WFSW supports the USSR on
disarmament issues and condemns SDI.
The WFSW General Assembly has met every two
to four years (last in July 1986 in Moscow). The
assembly elects an executive council of some 40
members and a bureau consisting of the president,
vice-president, secretary general, deputy secretary
general, assistant secretaries, and heads of regional
centers (in Algiers, East Berlin, and New Delhi). The
July General Assembly reelected president Jean Marie
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Legay, France, and elected a new secretary general,
Stan Davison, UK. It is not known if Soviet
vice-president 0. M. Nefedov was reelected.
The WFSW has a close relationship with the WPC
and the WFTU and meets periodically with other major
fronts. It has had no direct representation to the WPC
since the 1980 death of its former president, E. H. S.
Burhop of the UK, who sat on the WPC Presidential
Committee.

World Federation of Teachers
Union (FISE)
The FISE is actually a WFTU trade union
international. It operates somewhat independently
within WFTU, for it takes part in the coordination
meetings of the major fronts (the only TUI to so do).
It therefore is considered a front organization for
purposes of this report.
The FISE has no direct slot on the WPC but its
president, Lesturuge Ariyawansa, Sri Lanka, is a
member of his countrys WPC delegation. Daniel
Retureau, France, is FISE secretary general, and the
Soviet secretary is Dmitri Turchaninov, presumably
representing the USSR Union of Education and
Science Workers.
The FISE has a conference every two years (last
in Sofia in 1985) which apparently elects an
administrative committee. It has a small secretariat at
its headquarters-five persons identified as members.
In addition to its ties with the WFTU and WPC, it
cooperates with the Confederation of American
Educators and the Federation of Arab Teachers.
Little is known about FISE subsidiaries and
cooperating organizations. The Quito-based Latin
American Confederation of Associations of University
Professionals has no known ties to the FISE, but its
president, Leonidas Plaza Verduga, Ecuador, sits on
the WPC. The Paris-based International League for
Child and Adult Education sent a delegate to the June
1983 Assembly in Prague, but nothing further is known
of its possible connection to the FISE.
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Asian Buddhists Conference for
Peace (ABCP)
The ABCP is a Soviet front organization aimed at
the worlds Buddhists. It has especially close ties to
the WPC, a phenomenon shared with AAPSO and
CPC, the other major fronts formed after the immediate
post-World War 11 era. It has two members on the
WPC Presidential Committee and seven members on
the WPC Council. This representation is relatively
high for a front organization not in the mainstream.
T h e A B C P s g o v e r n i n g b o d y i s i t s G e n e r a l
Assembly (last met in Vientiane in February 1986).
Its president, the Ven. Khambo Lama Kharkhuo
Gaadan, and presumably its secretary general, Lubsen
Ts e r e n , a r e M o n g o l s . T h e k e y S o v i e t i n t h e
o rg a n i z a t i o n i s b e l i e v e d t o b e K h a m b o L a m a
JimbaJamtso Erdeneer. In 1983 he was chairman of
the Central Religious Board of Buddhists in the USSR
and, as a member of ABCP Executive, one of its seven
m e m b e r s o n t h e W P C . We h a v e n o a d d i t i o n a l
information on the ABCP organizational structure and
functions.

Esperantists Movement for
World Peace
The Esperantists Movement for World Peace had
three slots on the WPC during 1983-86, two of them
occupied by president Imre Pethes, Hungary, and
s e c r e t a r y g e n e r a l Wi l l i a m G i l b e r t , F r a n c e . I t s
headquarters location and size are unknown. It is also
a member of the Universal Esperanto Association
(UEA). The UEA is the parent organization of the
World Organization of Young Esperantists (TEJO),
which sent a delegate to the June 1983 WPC-sponsored
assembly in Prague.

Chapter V

Forgeries: An Instrument of Active Measures
The use of forgeries to deceive an enemy or affect
public opinion has been a staple of disinformation
almost throughout modern history, but no states have
used this tactic  c in peacetime as extensively as have
the Soviet Union and its allies. During the period
1945-75, approximately three or four forgeries were
d e t e c t e d e a c h y e a r. S i n c e 1 9 7 6 t h e n u m b e r o f
detections has more than doubled, and the rate has
increased further in the 1980s. Old forgeries have also
been recycled for use with new audiences.
Forgeries can be more easily exposed than other
types of active measures largely because careful
analysis can often demonstrate convincingly that the
document is a fake. The best evidence the United States
has that the Soviet Government is a source of forgeries
is statements by numerous KGB defectors; they have
described how the Soviet bloc governments use
forgeries as an active measures tool. But it should be
noted that in many cases we are not certain who
produced a particular forgery. We are forced to rely
on circumstantial evidence until we obtain
confirmation from a defector or through intelligence
reporting. We can say, however, when a forgery is
designed and released in such a way that it benefits
Soviet and/or bloc policies vis-a-vis US policy
interests, and conforms to a pattern evident in previous
forgeries of Soviet origin, that the forgery may well
be a Soviet active measure.
Forgeries are effective in at least three ways:
0

Even when unpublicized in the media, a
forgery can cast aspersions on targeted
governments and on individuals. This type of
forgery, the silent forgery, can be the most
damaging of all, for the victim does not know
that the forgery is being circulated and may
never get the opportunity to refute it. The
forgery becomes an unknown factor directly
affecting the victims relations with the
recipient government.

0

When publicized, forgeries force the target
government to spend time, effort, and funds
on refutation.

0

Denial will never entirely offset the damage
done. Defectors tell us that even when the
purported author disclaims the forgery, the

Soviets calculate that people will assume
where theres smoke theres fire. This doubt
can be compounded by repeated reference to
the forgery and its contents by the Soviet
Union and/or its allies.
Once the initial cycle of surfacing, analysis, and
exposure-denial has receded from public memory,
reference to the forgery often resurfaces in Soviet or
sympathetic publications. These stories repeat the
forgery without mentioning the fact that the document
has been discredited. This pattern, the echo effect,
has been repeated almost indefinitely in many cases,
including a faked US Army field manuaJ7 on US plans
to destabilize foreign governments and a faked speech
by former US Representative to the UN Jeane
Kirkpatrick.8
The forgeries chosen for repeated recirculation are
generally those that deal with broad themes relating
to alleged US plots to destabilize Third World nations,
or directly reinforce Soviet foreign policy goals. For
example, the Kirkpatrick forgery-which alleged US
support for, among other things, the breakup of India
into several independent nations and the exploitation
of world hunger as a political weapon-has resurfaced
many times and in many varied contexts, sometimes
referred to by name, sometimes not.

Operational Aspects
Proposals for forgeries and other active measures
may originate either in KGB headquarters or in the
KGB residencies in the target country. Whatever the
source of the proposal, the local residency and Moscow
collaborate closely. Depending on the sensitivity and
importance of the document, approval of the forgery
may come from the KGB leadership, the CPSU Central
Committees, or the CPSU Secretariat itself.
KGB specialists prepare the forgery under the
supervision of the Active Measures section, Service
A, of the KGBs First Chief Directorate. In cases when
timeliness is of overriding importance, some forgeries
probably are prepared in the local residencies without
much assistance from KGB headquarters. These
forgeries are often characterized by a lack of technical
and linguistic expertise characteristic of a rush job.
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in production of the Rome cables forgery,
which described the Bulgarian Connection
as a CIA-inspired plot. Also, Western press
reports on probable communist use of
chemical and biological weapons in
Afghanistan and Cambodia may have
produced charges of US chemical warfare in
Central America and allegations that the
United States was breeding killer
mosquitos in Pakistan.9

Although anyKGB agent or asset may surface a
forgery, the operation is under the control of the chief
of the presidencys active measures section.

Themes and Timing of Forgeries
Forgeries are typically used to support general
Soviet propaganda themes, including charges of.
0

US-directed subversion activities against
Third World regimes.

0

US and NATO Alliance opposition to arms
control and disarmament, with a focus on such
issues as the installation of intermediate-range
nuclear force missiles in Western Europe and
the Strategic Defense Initiative.

0

US support for unpopular governments.

0

Inhumane practices, such as US use of
biological and chemical weapons, particularly
in the Third World.

Often forgeries will place several of these themes
in the same context, such as the Tyner letter, which
raised the theme of US-South African military
cooperation along with that of chemica I/bio logical
warfare.
Although most major forgeries, we believe, require
months of preparation, some credible fakes can be
produced in very short periods of time. Forgeries most
often occur during certain circumstances or in
conjunction with specific types of events, such as those
listed below:
0

Intense anti-US propaganda campaigns.
Forgeries can be used to substantiate major
themes of a Soviet propaganda offensive.

0

Catastrophes and assassinations. After such
major international events as acts of terrorism
or deaths of foreign leaders, forgeries or other
disinformation efforts often surface to allege
US responsibility. For example, after the deaths
of Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi,
Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme, President
Jaime Roldos of Ecuador, and General Omar
Torrijos of Panama, Soviet media were replete
with stories and commentary insinuating US
complicity in the deaths.

0
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Western press criticism of the Soviet bloc.
Western charges that the Bulgarians and the
KGB were connected to the papal
assassination attempt were probably a factor

0

Widely publicized incidents. The stationing off
US nuclear missiles in Western Europe set the
scene for the Jorgenson letter. This forgery
attempted to exploit any negative European
sentiment by falsely stating that NATO was
going to requisition homes in Denmark for
military exercises.

Technical Aspects
Almost anything can be forged. Forgeries have
included entire issues of Newsweek magazine, a
complete US Army field manual, maps, classified
cables, intelligence reports, and personal letters.
Forgeries may be complete fabrications like the
Kirkpatrick speech, the US Army field manual 3031B,
or the Rome cables, altered versions of genuine
documents such as the Swanepoel letter or the
Northrop letter;10 or composites of several documents,
some of which are genuine, some of which are not.
The Soviets have shown considerable technical
expertise in fabricating US Government documents,
but the quality varies greatly. Still, even the best
forgeries can usually be unmasked by analysis. A
knowledge of US policy is indispensable in detecting
forgeries. Often a document may not feel right, or
may be at variance with clearly expressed policy.
Forgeries may also contain errors that one experienced
in the wording of US documents can detect. These can
be obvious format errors, a wrong typeface, poor
grammar, or an inappropriate classification. Forgeries
often contain statements the US Government simply
would not make, such as the letter from US
Ambassador von Damm to the Austrian Defense
Minister calling on Austria to integrate its air defense
system into that of NATO and thereby violate its
neutrality. To help determine whether a document is a
forgery, several factors must be closely examined:
0

Surfacing
The document must reach the intended
audience without revealing its origin. It is
typically mailed without a return address or

with a spurious return address, or merely appears on a
journalists or government officials desk. Forgeries of
alleged Soviet origin are always sent out or delivered
without a request for payment. There is often no direct
link between the person sending the document and the
recipient, ensuring that the recipient has no chance to
ask questions of the person delivering the document. A
forgery is most credible if it is surfaced in
noncommunistparticularly Western-media, but this has
become more difficult over time for the Soviets to
accomplish, given the increasing awareness by journalists
of Soviet active measures. Forgeries often surface in
procommunist media with a predisposition to believe the
worst about the United States or may be deliberately
placed in noncommunist media by a paid journalist.
0

Language
The texts of forged documents often indicate that they
are not prepared by native speakers of current American
English. One may find use of the British versus American
spelling or note examples of stilted phraseology or word
choice more appropriate to a 19th-century author. Some

News Value
In most cases the forgery tries to achieve uncritical
publicity, therefore the document must be newsworthy.
It may thus bear a high classification or purport to be the
correspondence of a senior government official. The
name of every postwar US President has appeared on a
forgery.

0

Timing
Forgeries are often linked to current issues. The sudden
appearance of a purportedly secret document can in itself
be a warning of fraud.

0

Photocopies
Forgeries rarely appear in an original form. (The only
recent exception is the von Damm letter.) They are almost
always circulated in photocopy form. This facilitates
preparation of fake documents on genuine stationery via
a cut and paste method in which a genuine signature
and letterhead can be juxtaposed with a fake text or, as
in the case of the Northrop letter, a fake address placed
on top of a genuine text.
The use of photocopiesand generally it is a photocopy
of a photocopy, etc.makes the task of analysis more
difficult. It is more difficult to disprove a document when
one does not have a paper sample of the original, a
typeface capable of specific identification, or a clear
letterhead.

Format
The Soviets expend great effort to collect samples of
forms, letters, stationery, and signatures as models for
their efforts, but forgeries almost always contain small
errors of format. Government procedures frequently
change and their accurate duplication is almost
impossible for an outsider to achieve.

0

0

Cover Letters
The document is often transmitted with a covering letter
which attempts to reinforce the forgery. The cover letter
usually summarizes the forgery and explains the authors
motive for transmitting it in terms of outrage over the
forgerys revelations. The letter is generally untraceable
and usually unsigned or signed with an illegible signature.
The major problems that the Soviets have occur in
surfacing the forgeries. Anonymous cover letters and
plain white envelopes are too well known to Western
journalists. In the case of the Schweitzer letter, when the
anonymous method of surfacing failed, the perpetrators
were forced to use a human contact which revealed the
probable source of the forgery. In the Skantze forgery,
another forged document, a cover letter, was used to give
credence to the original forgery.

0

expressions often appear to be literally translated from
Russian; for example, the word concretized in the
Defense Mapping Agency letter.

0

Content
Forgeries tend to avoid specific allegations but may
highlight statements that complicate US relations with
another government or exacerbate anti-US sentiments.
For example, the Jorgenson letter attempts to create
antiUS feeling among the Danish population, and the von
Damm letter implies US actions against Austrian
neutrality.

The Soviet formula for forgery is basically that it be low key
and appear authentic. Forgeries usually refer to genuine officials,
use actual letterheads and forms, follow rather logical scenarios,
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and cleverly exploit existing strains in international relations.

Impact
Behind the uncritical acceptance of forgeries often lie the
prejudices of the deceived. Thus, the effectiveness of a forgery
may depend as much on the mental predisposition of the recipient
as on the skills of the forger.
To some extent, the acceptance of a forgery as real depends
on the credibility given it by the reporter--often, a newspaper
reporter. Because of sophisticated and informed journalists, many
forgeries never achieve uncritical publication, or they appear only
in communist or communist-dominated media.
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Combating a forgery after it has surfaced is difficult. Even if
serious journalists consider it unsubstantiated, a forgery becomes
news if enough people have heard of it; the journalist has difficulty
ignoring it after it has been reported elsewhere. Any replay is at
least a small victory for the perpetrator, even if couched in
skepticism. The only way truly to counter the technique of forgery
is to heighten awareness in target countries, particularly among
journalists, of the possibility of active measures and their potential
for damage.

Examples of Forgeries

Purpose

L Embassy Rome Cables

The cables were designed to meet a current Soviet foreign
policy need: to discredit growing suspicions of Soviet-Bulgarian
involvement in the attempt to-, assassinate the Pope.

Description
The cables purported to be telegrams from the US Embassy
in Rome to the State Department in August and December 1982.
The August cable called for a concerted effort to draw public
attention to the Bulgarian and Soviet connections of accused papal
assassin Mehmet Ali Agea. It implied the involvement of Italian
intelligence, leading members of the governing Italian Socialist
Party, and other leaders and political figures in the plot. The
December cable commended the success of this effort to link Agca
with the Bulgarians.
These forgeries are excellent. They are clearly the product of
a skilled and knowledgeable organization with great technical
resources, not the work of an isolated individual or small group.
To the average reader there are no distinct flaws in the format or
the text. The discrepancies that enabled Embassy Rome to discredit
the cables were the absence of identifying numbers, such awkward
wording as spynest Sofia and US services which are not State
Department style, and a misuse of the TAG system (a State
Department information reference system) in which the forger used
the symbol SU for the Soviet Union when it really refers to the
Sudan, and the fact that both cables were addressed to USIS when
it should have been USICA in August and USIA in December.

Surfacing
On July 13, 1983, the cables appeared in the advance edition
of the leftwing Roman news weekly Pace e Guerra (Peace and
War). Copies of the article were distributed to news agencies. The
article contained allegations of a US plot to implicate the Bulgarian
secret police and the KGB in the plot to kill the Pope. That same
day, July 13, two members of the Italian Parliament from the
Democratic Party of Proletarian Unity, who were elected on a
joint list with the Communists, wrote US Ambassador Maxwell
Rabb stating that they had received these documents and that they
were calling for a parliamentary investigation. The Ambassador
in a letter to the deputies branded the documents as forgeries. The
Embassy successfully persuaded the responsible Italian press that
the cables were the product of an effort to disinform Italian public
opinion.
The cables have been continually resurfaced by TASS and
other communist publications. The cables were repeatedly cited
in a 1984 series of articles on the Bulgarian connection in
Literaturnaya Gazeta and also appear in the book, John Paul H,
Antonov, Acga--The Network (La Filliere) by French communist
lawyer Christian Roullette. The cables were cited continually
during the coverage of the 1985 Antonov trial by Soviet and other
procommunist media.
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II. The von Damm Letter
Description
The fabricated letter is addressed to Austrian
Defense Minister Friedhelm Frischenschlager from US
Ambassador to Austria Helene von Damm. It proposes
the integration of Austrias air defense radar system
into that of NATO-a flagrant violation of Austrian
neutrality. It also comments on the increased risk to
Europe from the stationing of modernized US missiles.
The letter is the only forgery in recent years to appear
in an original, not merely photocopied version. It is
on genuine embassy letterhead stationery and typed
on a machine identical to that in the Ambassadors
office. The Ambassadors signature, however, reveals
that it was copied or traced carefully and haltingly.
There are microscopically evident deposits of dried
ink where the forger stopped and started again to draw
the signature. The German is considered to be the
product of a native speaker. (Ambassador von Damm,

the purported author, was born and educated in
Austria.) This was clearly a highly sophisticated piece
of work.

Purpose
The letter was designed to damage US-Austrian
relations on the eve of the Austrian Presidents state
visit to the United States. -Also, it might have been
designed to affect negatively the US image among
other West Europeans who would question the seeming
US manipulation of NATO.

Surfacing
The original copy of the letter was received by
Defense Minister Frischenschlager on February 15,
1984. It was identified as a forgery but no
announcement was made. A copy was later sent to the
Austrian magazine Basta, which forwarded it to its
parent publication Karier. The Defense Ministry
immediately informed the newspaper that the letter was
a fake. Kurier and other Austrian newspapers printed
stories identifying the letter as a forgery and as a
probable Soviet active measure.
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III.

The Defense Mapping
Agency Letter

Description
This letter purports to be a reply from the US
Defense Mapping Agency to the South African
Defense Force complying with a request for satellite
maps of Angola, Zambia, and Mozambique. Although
the letter is on DMA stationery, it is replete with
improper spelling, poor punctuation, and incorrect
word choice. General Dutton, to whom the letter was
addressed, was not in South Africa at the time the letter
surfaced, but was South Africas Ambassador to Chile,
where he had been for several years. A curious aspect
of the letter was the use of the word concretize.
While it would appear to make no sense in English, it
is a direct translation of a Russian word that could be
used properly in the sentence in which it appeared.

Purpose
The forgery is part of an ongoing campaign
designed to damage the US image in Africa by
depicting a close military cooperation between the
United States and South Africa despite a continuing
US arms embargo.

Surfacing
Early in 1984, an African newspaper provided one
of our embassies with a copy of this letter. The
embassy queried the Defense Mapping Agency, which
responded that the letter was a fake and illustrated
various discrepancies. The letter was never published
and thus represents something of a success story,
illustrating how US efforts to inform journalists about
active measures have complicated the uncritical
publication of forgeries.
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IV. The Olympic Hate Letters
Description
The leaflets purport to be the product of the Ku Klux Klan
and are designed to discourage Asian and African athletes from
participation in the Los Angeles Olympics, threatening them with
bodily harm. One version, sent to 10 African countries, was
directed against blacks only. Another version, sent to Asian nations,
was directed against blacks and yellows. The leaflets are not
written in standard American English and contain errors typical
of a Slavic-language speaker in use of the definite article. The
vocabulary seems stilted and a bit 19th century (e.g., the word
curs). Even the Ku Klux Klans name was used incorrectly. The
leaflets seem to have been something of a rush job. (Following
Western media refutations, TASS replayed the fakes with corrected
usage of the Ku Klux Klan name.)
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Purpose
The leaflets were part of an effort to tarnish the Los Angeles
Olympics and bolster support for a boycott of the games. The
theme is closely related to the Soviets justification for their own
nonparticipation in the games-that the United States was incapable
of guaranteeing the security of Soviet athletes.

Surfacing
Shortly after the Soviet Union announced its boycott of the
1984 Olympics, the leaflets were mailed out in unmarked envelopes
to 20 national Olympic committees from US post offices in Virginia
and Maryland, both within a 30-minute drive of Washington.
Attorney General William French Smith announced that the letters
were KGB forgeries and part of, a major Soviet disinformation
effort. The US denial of the letters authenticity was credible. Not
one recipient Olympic committee withdrew its team from the
games.
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V. The Jorgenson Letter

Purpose

Description

The letter was designed to create hostility among Danes toward
NATO and the United States.

This letter, allegedly signed by Danish General K. Jorgenson,
informs Copenhagen area residents that their homes are going to
be requisitioned by US troops participating in September 1983
NATO exercises. The Danish is considered to be imperfect,
according to linguistic analysts. Interestingly, the letter refers to
USCINCEUR Plan 100-1, a wellknown fake US document that
has surfaced many times since It first appeared in 1967.12

Surfacing
The letter was sent to elderly and handicapped citizens in the
Copenhagen area. The forgery was exposed in the Danish press
which implicated a communist youth group as being responsible
for distribution of the letter.
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VI. The Schweitzer Letter

Surfacing

Description

The document surfaced in late 1984 in Rome where it appeared
on a journalists desk. The journalist checked with Embassy Rome,
which declared the piece to be a forgery. Although the journalist
did not publish the letter, it later appeared in an Italian news service
story originating in Mexico. When that news service was advised
of the forgery, it investigated. It determined that an inexperienced
local employee in Mexico had run the story without checking with
the US Embassy. He had obtained the document from a
representative of the Cuban/Nicaraguan- supported insurgent
movement of Guatemala.
When the initial anonymous attempt at surfacing the forgery
failed, the perpetrators were forced to use a human source, thus
exposing their hand. The forgery was later replayed throughout
the world, with emphasis particularly in the Western Hemisphere
but also in European countries. The IADB and the OAS disavowed
the letter, but considerable damage probably was done, given the
wide press attention the letter received.

This letter is allegedly a communication to Chilean President
Pinochet from Interamerican Defense Board president, US Army
Lt. Gen. Robert Schweitzer. It describes a proported movement
of Chilean troops to El Salvador and Honduras. The document
appears on genuine IADB letterhead and closely adheres to IADB
style. The Spanish is idiomatic and believed to be the work of a
native speaker.

Purpose
The letter aims to link Chile with the counterinsurgency in El
Salvador and implies a close level of US-Chilean military
cooperation that does not exist in fact.
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VII. The Tyner Letter
Description
A letter allegedly from Walter Reed physician C. F. Tyner to a
high-ranking Defense Department official describes the upcoming
visit to the United States of a team of medical experts from the
South African military. The team would study the effects of certain
drugs that could be used in military applications, i.e. torture,
interrogations, crowd control. The inconsistencies in the forgery
included spelling errors and the facts that Dr. Tyner would not be
reporting directly to Dr. Borsting on such a matter and that Dr.
Borstings title is not correct.

Purpose
The letter is another attempt to imply close military links
between the US military and the South African Defense Force and
damage the standing of the United States among African nations.
The letter also alleges US use of drugs for military purposes, an
allegation that relates to previously expressed charges of chemical
warfare,

Surfacing
The letter appeared in the media of several African countries
in the latter part of 1985, linked to bizarre charges of alleged South
African-US-Israeli research into an ethnic bomb that would affect
only nonwhites. A copy of this letter was also sent to a prominent
black legislator who alerted the Defense Department to its content.
The Soviet Army newspaper Krasnava Zvezda reported the
story on December 27, 1985, attributing it to a Malagasy
newspaper. After quoting the forged letter, the Soviet publication
referred to the racists and their transatlantic patrons,
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VIII. AIDS in Jamaica Pamphlet
Description
During the spring of 1985, a pamphlet titled
Jamaica: Attention AIDS, appeared in several
international airports and was distributed in Kingston,
Jamaica. It claimed to be from the German section of
Moral Majority which does not exist. It warns travelers
to Jamaica and Haiti of the dangers of AIDS. Jamaica
in fact had no AIDS problem. The tract is written in
poor, normative French.

Purpose
The document is designed to discourage travel to
J a m a i c a , s p e c i f i c a l l y t o t h e We s t e r n - s u p p o r t e d
I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o n f e r e n c e o f D e m o c r a t i c Yo u t h
occurring in Kingston at that time. The forgery
coincided with a Soviet propaganda campaign against
the Jamaica Youth Festival, which the Soviets saw as
a rival to the Moscow Youth Festival held the same
year.

Surfacing
The pamphlet was distributed at European airports,
particularly to youths who appeared that they might
be delegates to the aforementioned conference.
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IX. The USIA Questionnaire

Purpose

Description

We believe that the perpetrators hoped that the
recipients of this questionnaire, which was mailed with
a covering note on USIA stationery, would take
considerable umbrage and would denounce the United
States for asking these types of questions and seeking
to gather large amounts of intelligence related data.

This document purports to be a questionnaire sent
by USIA to citizens of foreign countries. It asks a wide
variety of highly personal and sensitive questions
regarding finances, political ideology, organizational
memberships, political opinions, and family. The
English is excellent; it is a very clever fake.

Surfacing
The questionnaire was mailed out in several
Southeast Asian countries in 1984, generally to
intellectuals or journalists, many of whom were
considered to be liberal in their political ideology. The
State Department became aware of the questionnaire
when some respondents returned completed versions
to various US embassies. Journalists and governments
were alerted, and the anticipated press stories never
occurred.
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X. The General Skantze Letter
Description
This letter purports to be from US Air Force General Lawrence
Skantze to Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger; it suggests
that the United States needs bases in Turkish-held northern Cyprus
to host US soldiers and their families when they are evacuated
from Western Europe in the event of a nuclear war in Europe. The
letter, which is totally false, refers to the U.S. Presidents strategic
schemes in Europe.
The letter is written in a style that betrays its writer as a
normative English speaker.

Surfacing
The letter was sent to the Greek Cypriot newspaper
Simerini and published November 28, 1985. To lend credence,
it was sent with a cover letter purportedly signed by British M.
P. Sir Frederic Bennett, a strong supporter of the Atlantic
Alliance. This letter too was a forgery, but it served to
authenticate the original forgery. Sir Frederic exposed the
forged letter attributed to him. On January 28, 1986, the London
Daily Telegraph reported this case and attributed the forgery to
the KGB. It also reported that the Cypriot newspaper that had
carried the forgery now admitted that thehad been duped.

Purpose
To accuse the United States of planning a limited nuclear war
in Europe and to cause anti-American feelings among the Greek
Cypriots by claiming that the United States does not have an
evenhanded policy regarding Cyprus.
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XI. The Kirkpatrick Speech

Surfacing

Description

The forgery first surfaced in the January 25, 26,
and 28, 1983, issues of the New Delhi newspaper
Patriot, which has carried many previous items of
Soviet disinformation. It was repeated in the February
6, 1983, issue of Link, a leftwing weekly. Its surfacing
in January was probably premature and allowed the
US Embassy in New Delhi to expose is false both the
document and its themes A number of leading Indian
newspapers exposed the document as Soviet
disinformation. Nevertheless, the forgery and the
Balkanization of India theme have frequently
reappeared in Soviet and bloc propaganda, as well in
noncommunist publications unaware of the documents
exposure.

This forged USIA cable purported to report the text
of a speech presented by US Ambassador to the UN
Jeane Kirkpatrick to the February 1982 American
Conservative Political Action Conference. Although
the forgery contained numerous items that were
designed to anger a nonaligned audience, such as
suggestions that the United States planned to use food
aid as a weapon and was planning to destabilize several
Third World regimes, the point that attracted most
attention in India was the allegation that the United
States supported Indian separatist movements and
favored the Balkanization of that country. The
speech also included unflattering remarks about Indira
Gandhis government. Ambassador Kirkpatrick never
made the speech attributed to her.

Purpose
The forgery was part of a series of active measures
aimed at Ambassador Kirkpatrick and was intended
to damage US-Indian relations. We believe that this
highly sophisticated disinformation effort was also
designed to influence representatives attending the
March 1983 meeting of nonaligned nations in New
Delhi.
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Chapter VI

Soviet Agents of Influence

One of the most threatening and difficult-toidentify
Soviet active measures is the use of agents of
influence-individuals used covertly to inject
Sovietfavored views into government, political,
journalistic, business, labor, and academic circles of
foreign countries. While the term agent of influence
is normally used to distinguish foreign individuals
engaged in influence operations from those who collect
intelligence, in some cases agents are used for both.
KGB officers are usually involved in these operations,
but Soviet journalists, academicians, and other
officials may play a role as well.

Types of Relationships
The KGB uses several terms to characterize
different types of Soviet relationships with foreigners
used in influence operations. These terms reportedly
are used loosely, and the relationships vary from case
to case in the extent of cooperation involved, the
degree of leverage or control the Soviets are able to
exert, the frequency of contact, and the type of reward
r e c e i v e d b y t h e f o r e i g n e r. R e w a r d s r a n g e f r o m
financial payments to such intangible benefits as
publicity of the collaborators accomplishments or the
promise of special channels of communication to the
Kremlin.
Three of the terms used by the KGB in reference
to agents of influence are:
0

A t r u s t e d re l a t i o n s h i p i s o n e b e t w e e n a
foreigner in a high position and a Soviet who
may or may not be an intelligence officer. The
extent to which the foreigner-called a trusted
contact-cooperates with the Soviets ranges
from very limited to complete cooperation.

0

A controlled agent of influence is a foreigner
who has actually been recruited by the KGB.
Often these individuals are developed as agents
in their youth and later achieve prominence.
The KGB often, but not always, provides
financial assistance. Once the individual has
been recruited, he may not be contacted again
until he has reached a position of importance.

0

A special contact is an individual who
maintains a relationship with the KGB in a
country that has close relations with the USSR,
and where active KGB recruitment of agents
is constrained by political considerations.
Although the special contact does not receive
a regular salary from the KGB, the relationship
is often reinforced by gifts and other forms of
attention.

The motivations of foreigners whom Moscow
regards as agents of influence or special contacts can
vary widely. Some individuals cooperate with the
Soviets basically because they are flattered by Soviet
attention and favors. Others cooperate out of fear; a
time-honored KGB practice is to compromise
foreigners visiting the USSR so as to make them
vulnerable to blackmail later. Still other individuals
cooperate largely because of ideological compatibility
or because their own tactical political objectives
coincide with those of the Soviets. In addition, some
foreign leaders may find it convenient to maintain a
tie to the KGB in the belief that it serves as an effective
channel for expressing views to Moscow.

Foreign Targets
The USSR undoubtedly puts a high priority on
influencing government policies as directly as possible
by developing agents within the senior leadership of
foreign governments and their support staffs. But the
KGB also targets individuals and organizations within
leading opposition circles who may be able to exert
pressure on the ruling government, or may in time
become members of the government. In addition, the
KGB targets individuals who are expected to become
opinion leaders, such as journalists and academics.
Soviet intelligence tries to recruit individuals
across the political spectrum. While it presumably is
easier for the Soviets to establish relationships with
foreigners of compatible ideological orientation,
Soviet intelligence officers are encouraged to find
some common ground or interest that enables them to
develop connections with non-leftists-even political
conservatives-as well. In noncommunist countries, the
KGB places special value on relationships with
foreigners who are not identified as communists,
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mainly because of their greater credibility and
operational freedom.
Most of the information on agents of influence has
been derived either from Soviet and bloc defectors or
from investigations and arrests of suspected agents. It
is always difficult to determine just how much
influence the Soviets are able to exert through agents,
but the following cases demonstrate the variety of
individuals that are targeted by the Soviets and the
opportunities available to Moscow to shape foreign
policies and opinions through these agents.

The Arne Treholt Case
Arne Treholt, head of the Norwegian Foreign
Ministry Press and Information Office, was convicted
in June 1985 and sentenced to 20 years for working as
a Soviet agent from 1974 until his arrest in January
1984. Treholt reportedly had first come into contact
with the Soviets in 1967 when he was a young political
activist and journalist, but was not activated as an
agent until he became a secretary to Jens Evensen, the
N o r w e g i a n M i n i s t e r f o r Tr a d e a n d S h i p p i n g .
Subsequently he served as an embassy counselor at
Norways UN Delegation in New York and spent a year
as a student at Norways Defense College.
Treholt was convicted primarily for his espionage
work for the Soviets, but he also had substantial
opportunity to influence Norwegian policy. For
example, he played an important role in the 1970s
negotiations between Norway and the USSR on
delimitation of the continental shelf of the Barents Sea,
and he had a hand in the gray-zone fisheries agreement
between the two countries. While we have no specific
information that Treholt lobbied on Moscows behalf,
the fisheries agreement that he helped to negotiate was
later criticized as biased toward the USSR. During this
period, Evensen also resurrected the concept of a
Nordic Nuclear Weapons Free Zone, a favorite
Soviet theme in arms control propaganda.

Other High-Level Officials
While the Treholt case is the most infamous recent
one involving a high-level official, a number of other
Soviet agents have been in positions where they could
influence their governments policies. For example:
Hirohide Ishidea former Japanese labor
minister, Liberal Democratic Party member of
the Japanese Diet, and head of the Dietmens
League for Japan-Soviet Friendshipretired in
1983 after being publicly identified by former
KGB officer Stanislav Levchenko as a Soviet
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agent of influence. An example of Ishides
promotion of Soviet interests occurred when
Victor Belenko landed his Soviet MiG-25 in
Japan in 1976. According to Levchenko, Ishide,
under KGB instructions, lobbied the Prime
Minister and his cabinet colleagues to return the
plane to the USSR without examining it.
Sidek Ghouse, political secretary to Malaysias
D e p u t y P r i m e M i n i s t e r, w a s a r r e s t e d i n
1981-shortly before his boss became Prime
Minister-and subsequently convicted asSoviet
agent. The Malaysian Government also expelled
t h r e e S o v i e t E m b a s s y o ff i c e r s a c c u s e d o f
recruiting Ghouse. Although not known to have
engaged in active measures operations during his
three years as KGB agent, Ghouse would have
been well positioned to do so within the Prime
Ministers office.
The Soviets have also routinely tried to develop
influence assets in Third World countries closely
aligned with USSR. For example, according to Soviet
defector Vladimir Sakharov, the Soviets in Egypt were
involved with recruiting local politicians in the 1960s,
and claimed to have coopted Ali Sabri, chairman of
the Arab Socialist Union-Egypts ruling and sole legal
party at the time.
Another example is provided by documents
captured in Grenada after the US rescue mission there.
They suggest that Moscow, in addition to influencing
P r i m e M i n i s t e r M a u r i c e B i s h o p d i r e c t l y, a l s o
attempted to influence the policies of Bishops
government through contacts with Bernard Coard, the
leader of the subsequent coup against Bishop.

Penetrating the Opposition
The KGB has also been active in recruiting agents
within major opposition parties. One of the apparently
more successful of these operations was its penetration
o f t h e J a p a n S o c i a l i s t P a r t y ( J S P ) , t h e l a rg e s t
opposition party in Japan. The JSP has been
particularly attractive to the Soviets because of its
longstanding antinuclear positions. According to
Levchenko, during the 1970s the KGB had more than
10 agents of influence within the JSP-including several
members of the Japanese Diet-and through them could
control the partys political platform. KGB influence
over the party probably has waned since then because
of Levchenkos revelations and the JSPs move toward
the political center to improve its popularity. However,
several individuals who were publicly identified by
Levchenko as trusted contacts continue to participate
in JSP affairs.

The Soviets have also sought to penetrate
opposition peace and antinuclear groups-particularly
i n We s t e r n E u r o p e - t o p u t p r e s s u r e o n t h e i r
governments. In 1983, a Soviet second secretary was
expelled from West Germany for trying to enlist agents
to influence the West German antinuclear movement.
During the same year, the Swiss Government expelled
the director and ordered the closure of the USSRs
Bern-based Novosti bureau, charging that the bureau
had been used as a center for the political and
ideological indoctrination of young members of the
Swiss peace and antinuclear movements.

Targeting Journalists
The Soviets also give high priority to recruitment
of foreign journalists who can help shape the opinions
both of elite audiences and of the general public. The
KGB uses these individuals to place articles-including
disinformation and forgeries, to influence the editorial
line of newspapers, and to publish special letters. KGB
officers normally meet with their press assets to give
them guidance on what to write, and frequently provide
financial support. The Soviets have been particularly
adept at penetrating and manipulating the media in the
Third World, but they have also had some significant
successes in the more sophisticated press of Western
Europe and Japan:
0

One of the more celebrated cases was that of
Pierre-Charles Pathe, a French journalist
convicted in 1979 of acting as a Soviet agent
since 1960. The Soviets provided funds to
Pathe so he could publish a private newsletter,
and they reviewed his articleswhich subtly
pushed the Soviet line on a wide range of
international issues-prior to publication. The
subscribers to Pathes newsletter included
almost 70 percent of the members of the French
Chamber of Deputies and almost 50 percent
of Frances Senators.
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Another important agent of influence was
Danish journalist Arne Herlov Peterson, who
was arrested in 1981 and charged with carrying
out illegal activities for the USSR. Although
he was not convicted, the Danish Government
made available evidence that Peterson
apparently was recruited several years earlier
by the KGB. He served the Soviets by
p u b l i s h i n g S o v i e t - s u p p l i e d a n t i N ATO
propaganda tracts, conveying funds to peace
o rg a n i z a t i o n s ,
and
disseminating
Soviet-prepared forgeries. Peterson received

from the Soviet Embassy gifts, free travel, and
cash payments.
0

Levchenko claimed that in Japan the KGB had
agents in most of the major newspapers and
media outlets. One of them, the editor of one
of the largest newspapers in Japan, resigned
in 1983 after being publicly identified as a
Soviet agent. He had reportedly been involved
in a number of Soviet active measures,
including the surfacing of the forged last will
and testament of Chou En-lai-an operation
considered by the KGB to have been very
successful. Other media assets apparently
continue to promote Soviet interests in Japan.
For instance, one journalist identified by
Levchenko as a trusted contact published a
story in 1984 supporting the Soviet version of
the KAL shootdown.

Other Influence Channels
In addition to regular agent-of- influence
operations, the Soviets establish other types of
relationships to influence foreigners. For example, the
K G B - a l o n g w i t h t h e C P S U s I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Department-use Soviet academics to try to influence
the ideas of their Western counterparts. Both the KGB
and the ID play a role in selecting Soviet participants
for foreign conferences, and Soviet delegates
commonly receive guidance from the ID. Moscow
doubtless hopes that Westerners will accept Soviets
affiliated with think tanks-such as the Institute of
the USA and Canada of the USSR Academy of
Science-as bona fide nonpolitical colleagues, and that
Westerners will underestimate the extent to which
these individuals are operating under Moscows
instructions.
The USSR also uses Soviet citizens as unofficial
sources to leak information to foreign journalists and
to spread disinformation that Moscow does not want
attributed directly. One of the most prolific of these
individuals is Vitaliy Yevgeniyevich Lui-better known
as Victor Louis-a Soviet journalist who several KGB
defectors have independently identified as a KGB
agent. In addition to his leaking such newsworthy
items as Khrushchevs ouster, the imminent Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia, and the reassignment of
Marshall Ogarkov, he has been used to try to discredit
the memoirs of Stalins daughter Svetlana and, more
recently, to surface a videotape on the physical
condition of Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov. After
the Chernobyl accident, Victor Louis was the vehicle
for publicizing distorted statements by Sakharov that
implied he was supportive of the Soviet handling of
the accident and critical of the Western reaction to it.
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